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Abstract
Conjugated polymers are a class of electromechanically active materials that can pro-
duce motion in response to an electric potential. This motion can be harnessed to
perform mechanical work, and therefore these materials are particularly well suited
for use as sensors and actuators in microelectromechanical systems. Conventional
methods to fabricate conjugated polymer actuators result in planar morphologies that
limit fabricated devices to simplistic linear or bending actuation modes. To overcome
this limitation, this work develops a conjugated polymer formulation and associated
additive manufacturing method capable of realizing three-dimensional conductive poly-
mer structures. A light-based additive manufacturing technique known as vat poly-
merization is employed due to its ability to fabricate complex microscale features. A
specially-formulated photosensitive polypyrrole resin was optimized for the production
of microscale 3D structures. The transduction properties of the photosensitive poly-
mer formulation were characterized to evaluate the material’s application in mechanical
sensing and actuation technologies.
Keywords: polypyrrole, conjugated polymers, photopolymerization, additive manufac-
turing, vat polymerization, 3D printing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Smart materials possess unique properties that allow them the convert energy from one
form to another through intrinsic material properties. Conjugated polymers are a class
of smart materials that are electrically and ionically conductive due to a conjugated poly-
mer backbone consisting of alternating single and double bonds. The ionic conductivity
property of conjugated polymers has numerous applications within advanced sensing
and actuation technologies. Conjugated polymers can be used in mechanical actuation
technologies due to ion driven volumetric expansion and contraction along with sens-
ing technologies which utilizes a change in their electrical conductivity in response to
external stimuli.
The intractable nature of conjugated polymers has prevented this material from
being used with traditional polymer forming techniques such as injection molding. Con-
jugated polymers are typically synthesized directly into their final shape via in situ
polymerization techniques such as chemical, electrochemical and photopolymerization.
Electropolymerization is commonly used to form thin polymer film actuators due to the
desirable mechanical and electrical properties of the produced polymer film. Little work
has been performed on the photopolymerization technique since it possesses a low
yield and produces a conjugated polymer with a lower conductivity compared to other
1
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polymerization techniques.
Thin conjugated polymers films produced via electropolymerization synthesis method
have been used to make actuators capable of 35% volumetric expansion and contrac-
tion under a low excitation voltage of ±1 V (Spinks et al., 2009). Thin film actuators are
however constrained to simple linear and bending motion due to the monolithic nature
of the device. This limitation illustrates a need for the development of a new fabrication
technique that is capable of forming 3D conjugated polymer structures to produce more
complex modes of actuation.
1.1 Objectives
This research project aims to develop a photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation
and light-based additive manufacturing system to create 3D active conjugated polymer
structures with microscale features. This goal is described with the following research
objectives:
• Investigate the capability of light based additive manufacturing to produce 3D con-
jugated polymer structures. The first objective is to perform an initial investigation
on the use of photosensitive conjugated polymer formulations with light based ad-
ditive manufacturing systems to realize 3D conjugated polymer structures. This
investigation will shed light on the primary challenges of this technique and will
provide insight into the development of an optimal fabrication system and photo-
sensitive conjugated polymer formulation.
• Develop a light based additive manufacturing system for use with photosensi-
tive conjugated polymer formulations. The second objective will use the lessons
learned from the first objective to develop a fabrication system with features to
aid in the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures. The additive manufac-
turing system will be designed with the goal of fabricating microscale structures
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to produce devices for applications within the fields of microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) and microfluidics.
• Develop a photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation for use with light based
additive manufacturing. The third objective will improve upon existing photosen-
sitive conjugated polymer formulations to make them compatible with the light
based additive manufacturing system developed within the second objective. Ad-
ditional additives will be investigated to realize improved feature resolutions and
conjugated polymer transduction properties.
• Investigate the transduction properties of photopolymerized conjugated polymer
structures. The fourth objective will use the outcome from the second and third
objectives to investigate the actuation and mechanical strain sensing performance
of the developed photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation. The completion
of this objective will provide insight into the types of devices that can be produced
with the developed light based additive manufacturing system and photosensitive
conjugated polymer formulation.
1.2 Major contributions
This thesis conveys the following major contributions to the scientific body of knowl-
edge:
• The design of a multi-material free-surface vat polymerization additive manufac-
turing system. A novel multi-material system is developed for the fabrication of
3D conjugated polymers devices. The fabrication system employs a DLP light en-
gine capable of selectively curing features with a resolution of 5 µm. A laminating
system allows the apparatus to create a target layer thickness of 5 µm to build
3D structures. The multi-material feature enabled the production of devices with
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both active and passive structures.
• A hybrid polypyrrole formulation that is compatible with the vat polymerization ad-
ditive manufacturing technique. A photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation
is presented that was designed for use with the vat polymerization additive man-
ufacturing system for the production of 3D conjugated polymer structures. The
polymer formulation consists of a blend of the conjugated polymer polypyrrole
and traditional photopolymers to improve the mechanical properties of the overall
polymer while retaining the smart material properties of the conjugated polymer.
• Strain sensing and actuation characterization of hybrid polypyrrole structures.
The developed hybrid polypyrrole formulation was found to have piezoresistive
and electromechanical transduction properties which may be utilized for mechan-
ical strain sensing and actuation applications. Strain to break experiments found
that the hybrid polypyrrole formulation was compliant with a maximum yield strain
of 13%. Further studies are needed to shed light on the complex long term piezo-
resistive response. A small amount of volumetric expansion and contraction was
observed when the hybrid polymer was electrochemically stimulated in a LiTFSI
solution. This preliminary study may be used to inform the design of devices
featuring hybrid polypyrrole structures.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2, Background and state of the art provides background information and a
review of the state of the art to orient the reader through the subsequent chapters.
A review of additive manufacturing technology is provided with an emphasis on light-
based technologies. A review of the state of the art in the fields of vat polymerization
and photosensitive conjugated polymer formulations is presented. Chapter 3, Fabrica-
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tion system development provides a detailed description of a custom vat polymeriza-
tion additive manufacturing system which is used for the fabrication of 3D conjugated
polymer structures. Chapter 4, Development of a photosensitive conjugated polymer
formulation presents a photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation which has been
optimized for the fabrication of micro-scale 3D conjugated polymer structures using the
developed vat polymerization additive manufacturing system. Chapter 5, Application
of 3D conjugated polymer transducers investigates the application of the developed
photosensitive conjugated polymer formulation to sensing and actuation technologies.
Electrochemical stimulation is used to study the electroactive response of the conju-
gated polymer formulation. The piezoresistive properties of the conjugated polymer
are studied with strain to break and cyclic loading experiments. Lastly, Chapter 6, Con-
cluding Remarks summarizes the conclusions and contributions from this thesis. Rec-
ommendations for future work on the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures
using the vat polymerization additive manufacturing technique are discussed.
List of references
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Chapter 2
Background and state of the art
This chapter will summarize the relevant background information on vat polymeriza-
tion additive manufacturing technology and conjugated polymers from which this thesis
is based upon. Various vat polymerization additive manufacturing techniques will be
presented along with the advantages and disadvantages of each. The components of
photosensitive polymer formulations used with vat polymerization are reviewed. Finally,
conjugated polymers are discussed with a focus on photosensitive formulations.
2.1 Review of vat polymerization additive manufactur-
ing technology
The rapid advancement of additive manufacturing technologies has inspired the devel-
opment of a wide range of new techniques. Additive manufacturing technologies can be
divided into the following groups: material extrusion, powder bed fusion, binder jetting,
sheet lamination, material jetting and vat photopolymerization (ASTM, 2015). Despite
the differences in their operating principles, they all utilize a layer-by-layer fabrication
method to create 3D objects. Extensive research has been put forth to advance the
resolution of additive manufacturing technologies to the micro and nano-scale for its
6
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potential applications in MEMS, lab-on-a-chip and energy storage (Mao et al., 2017).
The vat polymerization technique is commonly used in commercial and research
additive manufacturing systems to create high resolution 3D structures. This technique
uses either a laser or projection system to selectively cure 2D layers of a photosensitive
polymer resin to build 3D objects layer-by-layer. The stereolithography (SLA) technique,
illustrated in Figure 2.1a uses a 2D scanning laser to cure the photopolymer.
Projection based systems, illustrated in Figure 2.1b, cure the full 2D layer at once by
projecting a black and white image onto the 2D curing plane which results in reduced
complexity, positioning errors, and build times compared to the SLA technique (Mueller,
2012). The projected image can be generated using digital light processing (DLP) light
engine which consists of a micromirror array to reflect the light of each pixel toward
or away from the output to display the desired image. Liquid crystal display (LCD)
technology can be used as a dynamic mask to generate the projected imaged as well.
The advancement of LCD technology in consumer devices has resulted in the high-
resolution displays which can operate in the UV spectrum, allowing them to be used
for vat polymerization additive manufacturing. The advantage of DLP projection sys-
tems over LCD displays is the superior black level which prevents photopolymerization
outside the desired areas (Sun et al., 2005).
An emerging vat polymerization technique for the fabrication of micro-nano 3D struc-
tures is two-photon polymerization. This technique, shown schematically in Figure 2.1c,
photopolymerizes polymer at the intersection of two lasers. 3D structures can be pro-
duced by scanning the point of intersection within a vat of polymer. This method is
unique compared to laser and projection vat polymerization approaches as it doesn’t
require a recoating step which leads to faster fabrication times and reduced complexity.
Spatial resolutions of 80 nm have been achieved with the two-photon polymerization
method by utilizing high precision lasers and positioning systems (Mao et al., 2017).
The two-photon approach is attractive for the fields of microphotonics, microfluidics, and
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.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of (a) laser, (b) projection, and (c) two-photon vat
polymerization technique (© Mueller, 2012, included with permission)
biomedical devices but this technique has the disadvantages of being costly, limited to
small build volumes and is restricted to photopolymer that have a high transparency to
the laser beams.
Projection vat polymerization additive manufacturing techniques use either a fixed-
surface or free-surface fabrication method. For the fixed-surface method, seen in Fig-
ure 2.2a, thin layers of the photopolymer formulation are selectively cured between a
window in the bottom of a resin vat and the previously cured layer to form the 3D object
upside down. The free-surface method, seen in Figure 2.2b, creates the 3D object right
side up by selectively curing polymer layers on top of the previous layer.
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DLP Projector
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Photopolymer
Photopolymer
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.
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the (a) fixed-surface and (b) free-surface DLP fabri-
cation methods (© Cullen and Price, 2018, included with permission)
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The fixed-surface method often requires a non-stick coating on the window to re-
duce adhesion between the cured polymer layer and the window. This technique is
incompatible with low stiffness materials because the layers will tear apart during the
peeling process. The fixed-surface technique is preferred for low cost commercial sys-
tems since it provides precise control of the cured layer thickness with the use of a
linear stage. Various techniques have been investigated to reduce the peeling force
between the newly cured polymer layer and the window, the most popular of which is
to use an oxygen permeable material on the window to create an uncured dead zone
above the window. Oxygen dissolved in a liquid photopolymer resin will react with radi-
cals generated from the photoinitiator, drastically inhibiting polymerization. Transparent
and oxygen permeable polymers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are commonly
used as an oxygen permeable film on the window. The film is usually aerated every
layer by squeegeeing the liquid photopolymer to replenish oxygen within the film. The
design of the vat can aid in reducing the peeling forces on the part. Instead of pulling
the cured layer perpendicular to the window, the layer can be slid sideways from the
build window, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Joyce, 2017). A flex vat design, shown in
Figure 2.4, is another common solution which allows the layer to be peeled at an an-
gle (Sayao, 2016). Recent advances in fixed-surface technique have eliminated the
need for the peeling step. The continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) technique,
illustrated in Figure 2.5, uses a thin transparent Teflon membrane with a high oxygen
permeability as the window to create an uncured dead zone that is constantly replen-
ished with oxygen since the bottom of the film is exposed to air (Tumbleston et al.,
2015). The CLIP technique eliminates the need to peel each layer from the window
after curing. The build platform is raised at a constant rate while the projected 2D im-
age continuously changes according to the geometry being produced. This technique
results in a greatly decreased fabrication time.
The free-surface method eliminates the problem of peeling forces by curing the
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the slide peel release mechanism used within vat
polymerization additive manufacturing systems.
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the flex vat release mechanism used within vat poly-
merization additive manufacturing systems.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the continuous liquid interface production (CLIP)
additive manufacturing technique (© Tumbleston et al., 2015, included with permission).
polymer layer on top of the previously cured layer. This method however requires more
advanced techniques to control the cured layer thickness due to surface tension forces
between the photopolymer resin and the previously cured layer. Laminating techniques
are typically utilized to form thin polymer layers with a high precision (Renap and Kruth,
1995; Kengo Kobayashi and Koji Ikuta, 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Pham and Ji, 2003).
Consideration must be given to oxygen inhibition with the free-surface technique since
the curing layer is exposed to air. The curing surface is typically blanketed with an inert
gas, or the polymer vat is in an inert atmosphere to compensate for this effect (Ligon
et al., 2014).
While most hobbyist light-based 3D printers use the fixed surface technique due
to its simplicity in layer thickness control, many high end commercial systems such as
the 3D-Systems SLA 250 use the free surface technique since it is able to print a wide
range of materials. The primary challenge with the free surface technique is the ability
to laminate a thin and even polymer layer on top of the previously cured layer.
The simplest technique for laminating photopolymer layers with the free surface
technique is the dip method. In this technique, the build plate is first lowered into a
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photopolymer vat until the liquid photopolymer flows over the previous layer, the build
plate raised until the previously produced layer is one layer thickness below the surface
of the liquid photopolymer. The produced layer thickness can be accurately controlled
with: a linear stage attached to the build plate, syringe pump dispensing photopolymer
into the resin vat, or volume displacement techniques (Wang et al., 2009; Hafkamp
et al., 2018). The dip technique works well for low precision systems which utilize thick
layer thicknesses or with low viscosity photopolymers since surface tension between
the liquid photopolymer and the previously cured layer will prevent a thin photopolymer
layer from being formed.
To laminate thin photopolymer layers for high resolution 3D printing, a wiper system
is commonly used. The wiping procedure consists of: dipping the build plate into the
photopolymer vat to flow photopolymer resin over the previously cured layer, using a
mechanical wiper to remove excess photopolymer on top of the previously cured layer,
positioning the previously cured layer is one layer thickness below the photopolymer
surface in the vat, and finally allowing the laminated photopolymer layer to stabilize
before the photopolymer layer is ready for curing.
The distance between the wiper and the previous layer must be accurately con-
trolled to successfully complete the laminating procedure. If the produced layer is too
thick, the cured layer won’t properly adhere to the previous layer. Alternatively, if the
layer is too thin, the wiper risks colliding with the previous layer. The velocity that the
wiper passes over the surface should be carefully controlled. Renap and Kruth (1995)
showed that laminating a layer over a part with a trapped volume can result in an un-
even layer to be produced because the blade will remove too much liquid from the
trapped volume. This effect can be compensated for by using a slower wiping velocity
or increased settling delay, but this will inevitably make the production time much longer.
Kengo Kobayashi and Koji Ikuta (2007) have shown that a layer thickness of 10 µm can
be produced with careful design of the wiper geometry. The angle of the wiper and
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the coating on the rear side of the wiper influence the height of meniscus on the wiper
which influences the uniformity of the produced layer.
Fabricating multi-material structures with light-based processes is more challeng-
ing compared to material extrusion techniques, but several groups have found effective
solutions due to the advantages of multi-material printing (Zhou et al., 2013; Choi et al.,
2010; Holtrup, 2015). Most implementations of multi-material vat polymerization addi-
tive manufacturing systems have multiple polymer vats filled with different photopoly-
mers and a cleaning station filled with a solvent to clean the solidified photopolymer
when switching between photopolymer vats. The multi-material feature is valuable for
multi-coloured parts, components with varying mechanical properties for applications
such as hard cases with soft ergonomic grips, and components with embedded electri-
cal connections by using a polymer with a conductive filler.
2.2 Review of photopolymerization
The photopolymer formulation used within the vat polymerization additive manufactur-
ing technique must be carefully designed to meet the material property requirements
for the target application while being compatible with the fabrication technique to create
the desired structures. This section will provide a broad review of the primary compo-
nents in photopolymer formulations and techniques to characterize the properties of
photosensitive polymer formulations.
Photopolymer formulations typically consist of monomers, oligomers, and a pho-
toinitiating system which initiates chain growth polymerization to convert the monomers
and oligomers into polymer molecules.
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2.2.1 Photoinitiating system
The photoinitiating system is used to generate reactive species when irradiated with
light to initiate chain growth polymerization of the oligomers and monomers to form
long polymer chains. The two most common classes of photoinitiators are radical and
cationic.
Radical photoinitiators generate reactive radicals upon irradiation with light to initiate
polymerization of acrylate-based polymers. Radical photoinitiators are highly reactive
leading to fast cure times. The generation of radicals is subdivided into Type I and
Type II photoinitiators. For Type I photoinitiators, the excited state of the photoinitiator
molecule quickly splits in two, producing two reactive radicals. Type II photoinitiators
use a less direct method of generating radicals. The excited state of the Type II photoini-
tiator extracts a hydrogen from a suitable hydrogen donor to produce two radicals, one
with the photoinitiator molecule and another more reactive radical from the hydrogen
donor (Jenkins, 2000; Liska, 2011).
The excited state of radical photoinitiators can be deactivated before their able to
generate free radicals. Deactivation of the excited photoinitiator can occur from quench-
ing reactions with monomers in the formulation and oxygen dissolved liquid photopoly-
mer (Liska, 2011). Care must be taken to ensure compatibility of the photoinitiator
system with the monomers in the photopolymer formulation.
Cationic photoinitiators are used to polymerize epoxy-based polymers. Cationic
photoinitiators generate a protonic acid (Bronsted or Lewis acid) when irradiated with
light to initiate a ring opening reaction with epoxy monomers. The cationic polymer-
ization reaction is slower compared to radical photoinitiation but it has other beneficial
properties. The reactive species generated by the cationic polymerization chemistry
are insensitive to oxygen allowing it to be used in a wider range of applications. The
reactive cations are stable for a longer period of time resulting in a “dark cure” after the
initiating light has been turned off which results in a higher degree of curing (Jenkins,
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2000; Liska, 2011).
The specific photoinitiating system used within a polymer formulation is selected
based on the following criteria:
• Strong overlap between the absorbance spectrum of the photoinitiator and the
emission spectrum of the light source
• Capable of generating reactive species to initiate polymerization of the monomers
and oligomers in the polymer formulation
• High polymerization efficiency for the monomers and oligomers in the polymer
formulation
2.2.2 Oligomers
A large portion of a photosensitive polymer formulations consists of oligomers. Oligomers
are used compared to monomers for the bulk portion of a photopolymer formulation
because they lead to longer chain lengths upon curing. Oligomers are usually classi-
fied based on their polymerization mechanism. Acrylate-based oligomers are initiated
with hydrogen donor reaction from a radical photoinitiator while epoxy-based oligomers
are initiated by a ring opening reaction from a cationic photoinitiator. Acrylate-based
oligomers can be rapidly polymerized with short irradiation times which is favourable
for decreased fabrication times. The radical polymerization reaction however can ex-
perience significant shrinkage of 5–20% leading to significant inaccuracies and curling
of the polymer structures. Epoxy-based oligomers require longer irradiation times com-
pared to acrylate oligomers, but experience less shrinkage upon curing, around 1–2%
(Mueller, 2012). The dark cure property of cationic photoinitiators leads to a stiff, but
brittle material compared to acrylate polymers. Commercial polymer formulations incor-
porate both epoxy and acrylate oligomers to gain the benefits of each type of polymer.
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2.2.3 Monomers
Oligomers tend to have a high viscosity which can make laminating thin polymer layers
challenging. Lower viscosity monomers are typically added to the polymer formulation
to control the overall viscosity while still contributing to the polymerization reaction. This
additive is typically referred to as a reactive diluent.
2.2.4 Light absorber
One of the most challenging features to fabricate with light-based 3D printing technol-
ogy is overhangs. If the irradiated light can pass deep within the photopolymer, the layer
thickness will be cured much thicker then desired. A common technique to combat this
effect is to introduce a non-reactive component that absorbs light within a similar spec-
trum as the photoinitiator. This component will constrain light penetration to the desired
layer thickness, preventing over curing when fabricating overhangs.
2.2.5 Characterization of photopolymer formulations
The reactivity of photopolymer formulations are characterized to identify the amount of
irradiation required to cure a desired layer thickness. Photosensitive polymer formula-
tions are typically characterized by a depth of cure experiment. In this experiment, the
depth of polymerization is measured for a range of irradiation times.
The data obtained from this experiment is used to calculate a working curve equa-
tion which models the depth of cure with respect to the amount of irradiated light energy
(Jacobs, 1992; Sun et al., 2005; Beluze et al., 1999) and is given by:
Cd = Dp ln
E
Ec
, (2.1)
where Cd is the cured depth, Dp is the light penetration into the photopolymer, E is the
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irradiated light energy and Ec is the critical light exposure to initiate polymerization. This
expression equates to a linear line on a semilogarithmic plot of irradiated light energy
versus cured depth where Dp is the slope and Ec is the exposure energy axis intercept.
Another method to analyze the reactivity of a polymer formulation is real time Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy. In this technique, the infrared absorption spectrum of
the polymer is monitored throughout the photopolymerization reaction. Location and
intensity of peaks in the absorption spectrum of the polymer will shift as new chemical
bonds are formed. This technique is valuable for hybrid polymer formulations where it
is desired to match the cure time of polymers in the formulation (Kasisomayajula et al.,
2016).
2.3 Review of conjugated polymers
An emerging area of research in the field of additive manufacturing is the development
of 4D printing. In this field, the 3D printed materials can actuate in response to an ex-
ternal stimulus (Shin et al., 2017). A new potential material for 4D printing technology
is conjugated polymers. This type of polymer has characteristic alternating single and
double bonds along the polymer chain, also referred to as conjugation. The conjuga-
tion property makes this polymer electroactive which allows various properties of the
polymer to be varied electrochemically. The conjugated polymer polypyrrole (PPy) is
shown in its oxidized and reduced state in Scheme 2.6. PPy is a neutral polymer within
the reduced state. When the polymer is oxidized, bond reorientation results in positive
charges to form along the polymer chain. Anions diffuse into the polymer to neutralize
the overall charge of the material. Within the reduced state, electrons held within the Pi
bonds present at the double bond locations are not held as tightly held as with conven-
tional polymers which allows this material conduct electricity. The electrical conductivity
of the polymer is increased 10 orders of magnitude when switched to the oxidized state
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Figure 2.6: The oxidized and reduced states of the conjugated polymer polypyrrole (©
Wallace et al., 2009, included with permission)
since the charges developed along the polymer chain further increase the mobility of
electrons along the polymer chain (Spinks, Alici, McGovern, Xi and Wallace, 2009).
The intrinsic conductivity property of conjugated polymers has found applications with
organic electronics, sensing and electrostatic dissipation (Wallace et al., 2009).
The diffusion of ions into the polymer to neutralize the overall charge of the ma-
terial has been exploited to create actuators with conjugated polymers. The ingress
and egress of ions when the polymer is switched between the oxidized and reduced
states causes volumetric expansion and contraction which can be harnessed to per-
form mechanical work. Studies have shown that the amount of volumetric expansion
and contraction can be maximized by electrochemical switching the polymer in an elec-
trolyte solution containing cations and anions that have a relatively large size difference.
For instance, when polypyrrole is operated in a solution of LiTFSI, the polymer experi-
ences a volumetric expansion of 35% in the oxidized state (Spinks, Alici, McGovern, Xi
and Wallace, 2009).
Actuation of conjugated polymers is performed in an electrochemical cell containing
the desired electrolyte solution. Due to the electrochemical nature of this actuator,
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Figure 2.7: Trilayer conjugated polymer actuator consisting of a porous membrane
containing the desired electrolyte with conjugated polymer coated on both sides (©
Smela, 2003, included with permission)
low voltages of ±1 V are required to operate this material. The choice of cations and
anions in the solution, solvent for the electrolyte, and the preparation conditions of
the polymer impact the performance of conjugated polymer actuators. To overcome
the limitation of actuating conjugated polymers in an electrolyte solution researchers
commonly utilize a trilayer actuator design shown in Figure 2.7. In this configuration,
a porous membrane containing the desired electrolyte is coated with the conjugated
polymer on both sides. When an electric potential is applied across the two polymer
layers, ions will diffuse from one polymer layer to the other. When the potential is
reversed, ions will diffuse to the other electrode. The ion driven expansion of one
polymer coating and the contraction of the other will cause the device to bend in the
direction of the contracted coating. This actuator configuration can be sealed, allowing
the polymer to be operated outside of solution.
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PPy is commonly studied for sensing and actuation applications due to its large
actuation strains and ease of synthesis (Spinks, Alici, Mcgovern and Xi, 2009). The
simplified polymerization reaction for PPy is shown in Scheme 2.8. The polymerization
of pyrrole is initiated by an oxidation reaction which generates reactive radicals from
the pyrrole monomer. Radical monomers react with each other to form dimers and the
subsequent oxidation of dimers and oligomers leads to chain growth of the polypyrrole
polymer.
The oxidation reaction that initiates the polymerization of pyrrole can come from a
number sources, such as electrochemical and chemical polymerization methods. In
electrochemical polymerization, pyrrole is oxidized at the anode electrode in an elec-
trochemical cell. This technique yields a thin polypyrrole film deposited onto the anode
electrode. In the chemical polymerization method, a strong chemical oxidant is used
to oxidize the pyrrole monomer. A polypyrrole precipitate is formed in this method.
Polypyrrole in the form of thin films and powders is constrained to simple linear and
bending actuation modes. Photopolymerization of polypyrrole is a promising technique
to produce 3D structures that are capable of complex modes of actuation.
2.3.1 Photosensitive polypyrrole formulations
Several photosensitive polymer formulations exist for the conjugated polymer poly-
pyrrole. The photopolymerization technique is best described as photochemically ini-
tiated polymerization since these polymer formulations use a weak oxidant metal salt
which is a compound that has is unable to rapidly oxidatively polymerize the conju-
gated polymer in the formulation, but, the oxidation strength of this compound may be
increased by external energy such as light to increase the rate of polymerization. This
method is similar to chemical polymerization in that a polymer particulate is formed in
the irradiated area opposed to a continuous polymer film as that is formed with the
electropolymerization method.
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Figure 2.8: The oxidative polymerization reaction for polypyrrole (©Wallace et al., 2009,
included with permission)
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The first formulations to photopolymerize polypyrrole utilized the light sensitive cop-
per complex [Cu(dpp)]2+ (dpp = 2,9-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline). The copper com-
plex becomes excited when irradiated with UV light. When reacted with the electron
acceptor p-nitrobenzyl bromide, the copper complex forms a strong oxidant to rapidly
polymerize pyrrole Kern and Sauvage (1989).
The ruthenium complex [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (bpy = bipyrideine) can be used to photopoly-
merize pyrrole in a similar mechanism Segawa et al. (1989). The UV excited state of the
ruthenium complex is reacted with the electron acceptor [CoCl(NH3)5]2+ to generate a
strong oxidant to polymerize polypyrrole. This formulation has been further developed
for the fabrication of 3D microscale structures within a support material using the two-
photon polymerization technique Yamada et al. (2014).
Commercial photoinitiators containing an iron-arene structure, such as Irgacure 261
and Komplex KM 1144, are capable of photopolymerizing pyrrole. During photolysis
these photoinitiators form a Fe(II) compound which is rapidly oxidized in air to Fe(III),
a strong oxidant, to initiate the polymerization of pyrrole (Rabek et al., 1992b; Campo-
manes et al., 1999).
A well developed technique to photopolymerize pyrrole is with the use of a silver
salt. Ag+ ions like Fe3+ and Cu2+ are oxidants which can be used to chemically poly-
merize pyrrole. Ag+ is however a weaker oxidant that takes several hours to chemically
polymerize pyrrole. The oxidation reaction speed is greatly increased when the ion is
excited by UV light. Silver salts like silver nitrate can be directly used as a photoinitiator
for the photopolymerization of pyrrole due to its absorption peak at 220 nm (Mohan-
dass et al., 2013). For use with longer wavelength light sources, a photoinitiator can
be added to the formulation as an intermediate sensitizer (Murphy et al., 2001; Hodko
et al., 2009). One of the advantages of silver salt based photosensitive formulations is
that they produce a polymer with a high conductivity compared to other photosensitive
formulations. The conductivity of silver salt formulations can be as high as 0.2 S · cm−1.
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Hodko et al. (2009) compared to 3 · 10−6 S · cm−1 where the ruthenium complex is used
(Segawa et al., 1989) and 3 · 10−5 S · cm−1 when iron-arene photoinitiators are utilized
(Rabek et al., 1992a). The improved conductivity is due to the formation of silver is-
lands during the oxidative polymerization reaction where Ag+ ions are reduced to silver
metal (Kasisomayajula et al., 2016; Yang and Lu, 2005; Zang et al., 2016; Nazar et al.,
2015).
A photoinitiating system isn’t strictly needed to photopolymerize pyrrole. Studies by
Rodríguez and González-Velasco (1990) have shown that pyrrole itself can be excited
by UV irradiation to initiate photopolymerization. This self-sensitized polymerization
technique however requires long irradiation times and produces a polymer with a low
conductivity (Rodríguez and González-Velasco, 1990).
The photopolymerization technique has a unique capability to selectively polymer-
ize pyrrole onto conducting or non-conducting substrates and has the potential to be
integrated with the vat polymerization techniques to fabricate 3D conjugated polymer
structures but, this method has some disadvantages. The major disadvantage of the
photopolymerization technique is the poor electrical conductivity and mechanical in-
tegrity of the produced polymer. The product of photopolymerized pyrrole is a partic-
ulate, similar to the chemical polymerization method, making it difficult to create solid
polymer structures of polypyrrole. When dried the polymer is brittle, limiting its applica-
tions in actuation technologies. Efforts have been made to improve their mechanical
properties by incorporating large surfactant anions (Hodko et al., 2009) or simultane-
ous polymerization of pyrrole with another polymer (Asmussen et al., 2015; Migahed
et al., 2004; Campomanes et al., 1999; Rinaldi et al., 2005; Ijeri et al., 2010). Hybrid
polymer systems allow the overall material to take on the smart material properties of
polypyrrole and the mechanical properties of the secondary polymer.
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2.4 Chapter summary
This chapter has provided the necessary background information on additive manufac-
turing technologies and conjugated polymers from which this thesis builds upon. The
unique properties of conjugated polymers are an attractive solution for advanced sens-
ing and actuation applications, however, the poor processability of these polymers has
hindered the development of this technology. The advancement of additive manufactur-
ing has inspired the investigation of advanced fabrication techniques for this material
which will allow researchers to take better advantage of its unique properties and ulti-
mately open up new applications.
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Chapter 3
Development of a vat polymerization
system
This chapter outlines the development of a vat polymerization additive manufacturing
system for the fabrication of microscale conjugated polymer structures. A preliminary
investigation into vat polymerization of conjugated polymer formulations was performed
which provided valuable insight into the subsequent development of a custom designed
high resolution additive manufacturing system. A detailed description on the designed
system is presented with a discussion on the procedures used to calibrate the appara-
tus. Following chapters will use the systems outlined in this chapter to fabricate and
characterize conjugated polymer structures.
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3.1 Preliminary investigation into vat polymerization of
conjugated polymers
3.1.1 Fixed-surface vat polymerization
The initial attempt towards fabricating 3D conjugated polymer structures via the vat
polymerization technique was pursued by making modifications to the commercially
available B9Creator 3D printer. The B9Creator 3D printer utilizes a fixed surface vat
polymerization technique. A slide peel release mechanism is used in this system to
detach each layer from a PDMS window. While the slide peel release technique is
an effective solution to reducing the peeling forces on the printed part, it requires a
much larger polymer vat which is unfavourable for photosensitive conjugated polymer
structures since the reagents in the formulation are expensive and spoil over several
hours. As a result, the polymer vat shown in Figure 3.1, was designed to utilize the
B9Creator with a reduced volume of polymer. The modified polymer vat featured a
glass vat with either cast a PDMS or fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film on the
bottom to reduce peeling forces. A cylindrical aluminum rod was utilized as a build
plate. Additional details on the design of the reduced volume polymer vat can be found
in Appendix A.
The modified B9Creator was applied to the fabrication of conjugated polymer struc-
tures. The 3D printing process was able to proceed successfully for the first couple
layers but it was found that due to the low stiffness of the conjugated polymer formula-
tion, the structure eventually tore apart. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a failed print
with one half of the structure attached to the build plate and the other on the window.
The preliminary investigation into 3D printing conjugated polymers via the fixed-surface
vat polymerization additive manufacturing found that the vat polymerization technique
was not compatible with the low stiffness conjugated polymer formulation due to the
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Figure 3.1: Modifications made to a B9Creator 3D printer to reduce the amount of
photopolymer required in the photopolymer vat.
large peeling forces.
3.1.2 Free-surface vat polymerization
The free-surface vat polymerization additive manufacturing technique was investigated
next as it has potential to overcome the challenge of working with low stiffness poly-
mers. As discussed in Chapter 2, the free-surface technique cures thin polymer layers
on top of the previously cured layer, eliminating the need to peel each layer from a
window, making it ideal for fabricating structures with low stiffness photopolymers. The
modifications shown in Figure 3.2 were made to the B9Creator to print with the free-
surface vat polymerization technique. The apparatus consisted of a glass polymer vat
contained within an air tight chamber with a window in the top. Oxygen inhibition at the
curing layer was mitigated by purging the chamber with nitrogen gas. The liquid level
within the polymer vat was controlled with a computerized syringe pump. To form an
even polymer layer over the previously cured polymer layers, the vat was flooded until
the surface tension was overcome to form uniform photopolymer layer. The photopoly-
mer was drawn from the vat until the desired layer thickness was achieved. A DLP
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Figure 3.2: Modifications made to a B9Creator 3D printer to enable additive manufac-
turing with the free-surface vat polymerization technique.
projector was mounted above the chamber and projected the images of each layer
through the window in the top of the chamber. A removable stainless steel sheet in the
bottom of the polymer vat was used as a build surface. Additional details on the design
free-surface vat polymerization modifications can be found in Appendix B. The millime-
tre scale conjugated polymer structures shown in Chapter 4.2.4 were fabricated with
the free-surface vat polymerization technique, confirming that it is an effective method
to produce 3D conjugated polymer structures.
The preliminary experiments with the fixed-surface and free-surface vat polymeriza-
tion techniques provided valuable insight into the challenges of fabricating 3D conju-
gated polymer structures via vat polymerization. Based on the information gained from
the preliminary experiments, a high resolution vat polymerization system was custom
designed for the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures.
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3.2 Design of high resolution vat polymerization sys-
tem
3.2.1 Design requirements
The selection of an appropriate light engine for the high resolution vat polymerization
system was carefully considered since it governed many of the design choices of the
fabrication system. The DLP light engine utilized in the preliminary experiments was a
standard projector with modified optics to produce an emission spectrum within the vis-
ible light spectrum. As a result, the selection of compatible photoinitiators was greatly
limited. A specialized visible light photoinitiator was selected for the preliminary exper-
iments which made it necessary to perform the polymer preparation under red light to
prevent premature initiation. To expand the range of compatible photoinitiators for the
photopolymer formulation and eliminate the inconvenience of preparing the polymer
under limited light conditions, the light engine for the new vat polymerization system
should have an emission spectrum within the UV spectrum. Due to the harmful nature
of UV light, the projected light should be constrained within an enclosure with tinted
windows.
The ability to fabricate micro-scale structures of conjugated polymers is desired
as the response time of this electroactive materials is dependent on the diffusion of
ions. Shoa et al. (2008) demonstrate that the speed of conjugated polymer actuators
is dependent on the diffusion distance of ions through the material. To this end, the
feature resolution of this high resolution vat polymerization system should be minimized
to maximize actuator performance. The ability to fabricate micro-scale structures will
allow this apparatus to create devices for applications within the fields of MEMS and
microfluidics.
The amount of motion that can be produced with the volumetric expansion and
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contraction property of conjugated polymers can be enhanced with the use of passive
structures. For example, the volume change of polypyrrole can be harnessed to pro-
duce large tip displacements when polypyrrole is coated onto a flexible substrate to
form a bilayer actuator. In the fabrication of functional 3D printed conjugated polymer
enabled devices, it will be desired to take advantage of the mechanical enhancement
technique to improve the capability of produced devices. To achieve this feature, the
additive manufacturing system must be capable of simultaneously printing active con-
jugated polymer structures and passive flexible structures. The ability to create active
and passive structures will allow the passive structure of a device to be created around
the active conjugated polymer components. For instance, this feature could enable the
production of a microfluidic device with embedded conjugated polymer valves.
Within the preliminary experiments, a syringe pump system was utilized to laminate
the photopolymer layers since this is one of the simplest laminating techniques. It was
found that the syringe pump method was limited to accurately fabricating polymer layers
as low as 50 µm. Due to backlash in the syringe pump design, pressure build up due to
the viscous photopolymer formulation and surface tension between the photopolymer
resin and the previously cured layer, the layer thickness could not be reduced further.
The high resolution vat polymerization system will require a more advanced laminating
technique to produce sufficiently thin layers for the desired feature sizes. The layer
thickness should be close to the pixel resolution of the light engine.
3.2.2 Design of DLP light engine setup
The initial step in the design of the high resolution additive manufacturing system was to
find a suitable DLP light engine. As discussed in Chapter 2, DLP light engines are best
suited for vat polymerization systems due to the superior black level of the off pixels
compared to LCD technology. Few commercial light engines are available that have a
pixel resolution less than 20 µm. The PRO6500HR ultra-high resolution optical engine
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developed by Wintech Digital was selected for the system under development since this
light engine is available with optics to produce a pixel size of 5 µm. This light engine
utilizes the Texas Instruments DLP6500 device which has a pixel array of 1920 × 1080
to produce a maximum build size of 9.6 mm × 6.4 mm. The small build size of this light
engine will be sufficient for the target MEMS and microfluidics applications since these
devices are several millimetres in total size. The large image reduction in the optics of
the light engine results in a small working distance of 30 mm. This working distance
restriction will make it challenging to maneuver a laminating system between the build
surface and the optics of the light engine. As a result, the light engine is mounted to a
linear stage to raise the optics of the light engine out of the way during the laminating
procedure. The linear stage should have a high reliability to ensure the projected image
is not distorted between subsequent layers. To meet this requirement, an OpenBuilds
C-Beam linear stage was selected. Experimental results show that this linear stage
has a repeatability of 80 µm which is sufficiently accurate to yield an image distortion
of less than 0.5 %. Figure 3.3 shows a computer aided design (CAD) model of the
DLP light engine setup. The apparatus under development used a variety of optical
breadboards to mount components in position. Custom brackets were machined to
attach the non-standard components to the optical breadboards.
3.2.3 Design of laminating system
The dip and syringe pump laminating methods are desirable for use in free-surface vat
polymerization systems since they require simple control techniques but the accuracy
of the laminated layer decreases as the layer thickness is reduced due to surface ten-
sion forces with traditionally viscous photopolymers. To achieve layer thicknesses on
the order of 5 µm with a wide range of photopolymer formulations, the wiper laminating
procedure was selected for the system under development. The laminating procedure
utilized in this system is shown schematically in Figure 3.4. After a 2D photopoly-
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Figure 3.3: CAD model of the DLP light engine assembly featuring a PRO6500HR light
engine mounted to a linear stage to move the optical assembly out of the way during
lamination procedures.
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mer layer has been cured (Figure 3.4a), a non-contact laser displacement sensor first
measures the height of the recently cured layer (Figure 3.4b), the build plate is then
dipped into the photopolymer formulation (Figure 3.4c) and finally the wiper passes
over the surface to form the final layer thickness (Figure 3.4e). The incorporation of
a non-contact displacement sensor into the lamination procedure allows a consistent
layer thickness to be formed as well as overcoming changes in the liquid level of pho-
topolymer in the polymer vat which will arise from: polymer shrinkage when curing,
volume displacement as the build plate is further lowered into the polymer vat and
losses in photopolymer resin during the washing step of multi-material printing. Non-
contact liquid level sensing is required instead of physical sensor technologies such
as capacitive or float based sensors because the meniscus formed between the liquid
photopolymer and a physical sensor will impact the minimum resolution of a physical
liquid level sensor. A triangulation laser displacement sensor was selected for the liquid
level measurement. This technology of sensor reflects a laser beam off target and the
angle of reflection is measured with a charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor which is
used to calculate the linear distance to the target. The ILD1420-10 laser displacement
sensor was selected as it is one of the smallest devices on the market which reduces
the distance the light engine has to move up, resulting in decreased fabrication time.
The ILD1420-10 features a 10 mm measuring range, 0.5 µm repeatability and an inte-
grated controller which communicates the displacement reading via an RS-422 commu-
nication bus. Other non-contact displacement sensors such as ultrasonic and confocal
were considered but the laser triangulation sensor was ultimately selected due to its
compact size, high measurement repeatability, and lower cost. To meet the 5 µm layer
thickness requirement, the motion system for the wiper system must have a repeatabil-
ity close to that of the linear displacement sensor. The L-509 series of precision linear
stages from PI were selected since they feature a repeatability of 0.1 µm. This series
of stages are easily mounted perpendicularly to achieve two axis motion, as shown
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the lamination procedure used by the custom
designed vat polymerization additive manufacturing system.
in Figure 3.5 depicting the laminating system. A L-509.10DG10 (geared DC motor
drive with 26 mm travel range) was selected for the vertical axis and a L-509.20DG10
(geared DC motor drive with 52 mm travel range) was selected for the horizontal axis.
A small manual stage was installed under the laminating system to provide perpendic-
ular motion to the L-509 stages to align the wiper with the build plate while allowing the
laser displacement sensor to be moved with a second axis over the build plate which is
valuable when levelling the build plate.
3.2.4 Design of multi-material system and build platform
As discussed in Chapter 2, the volumetric expansion and contraction of conjugated
polymer actuators is typically amplified with passive structures. A common example of
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Figure 3.5: CAD model of the motorized laminating system which uses the wiper based
lamination technique with an ILD1420-10 laser displacement sensor to measure the
liquid photopolymer level in the photopolymer vat.
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this technique is with the bilayer actuator where the conjugated polymer is coated onto
a thin compliant film to transform the volume change of the conjugated polymer to large
tip displacements. To take advantage of this technique, the system under development
will incorporate multi-material fabrication.
To incorporate the multi-material feature, the fabrication system will require 3 poly-
mer vats, one containing a conventional photopolymer for passive structures, another
for the active conjugated polymer and a final vat containing a solvent to wash the build
plate when switching between polymer vats to prevent contamination. Figure 3.6 shows
a 3D model of the designed multi-material system. A fourth station is present on the
multi-material carriage which is used for calibrating the working distance of the light
engine. Details on the working distance calibration procedure will be presented later in
this chapter. Each station is fixed to a base plate with a laser cut alignment jig where the
stations can be easily removed for filling and cleaning by removing a single bolt. The
polymer vats are attached to an OpenBuilds C-Beam linear stage to automatically inter-
change the build plate material throughout the fabrication process. The accuracy of the
multi-material stage does not have to be high as long as there is sufficient clearance
between the build elevator and the walls of the polymer vat.
A sheet metal build plate elevator, shown in Figure 3.7 was designed to move
the build surface in and out of the polymer vats. The build plate was sized to be
22× 12.5 mm, which is larger than the maximum projected image size of 9.6× 6.4 mm,
to prevent non-uniformity at the edges of the build plate from affecting the build area.
Magnets were installed in the build plate elevator to use an easily removable build sur-
face with a flat surface finish. A 430 series stainless steel sheet with a smooth surface
finish was used for the build surface due to its magnetic and corrosion resistance prop-
erties. The sheet metal build plate elevator is attached to a 5-axis alignment system
which allows errors in the flatness of the component to be compensated for with a lev-
elling procedure. The details of build plate levelling procedure will be discussed later in
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Figure 3.6: CAD model of the multi-material system which features three photopoly-
mer vats attached to a linear to automatically interchange the material throughout the
fabrication process.
this chapter.
Due to the confined space and required access around the polymer vat, an enclosed
build chamber was not feasible. Instead, a steady flow of inert gas is passed over
the build surface to prevent oxygen inhibition. The shielding gas system, shown in
Figure 3.8 consists of a nitrogen inlet from a gas cylinder, an air flow regulator adjusted
to 2 L/min, a solenoid valve, and a nozzle to direct the nitrogen gas over the polymer
vat. A low flow rate was employed to prevent disturbances in the polymer surface.
3.2.5 System control
With many active components incorporated within the system under development, an
embedded control system is required to convert the input fabrication files into actu-
ations to produce the desired structures. The control system for the designed vat
polymerization additive manufacturing system is summarized with the diagram in Fig-
ure 3.9.
Each of the PI L-509 precision linear stages is controlled by a dedicated C-863 DC
motor controller. The three motor controllers communicate to each other in a daisy
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Figure 3.7: CAD model of the build plate system which features a magnetically detach-
able build surface attached to a 5-axis alignment system.
chain configuration via RS-232. A custom hardware communication board communi-
cates to the head of the daisy chained motor controllers via RS232. The hardware
communication board also communicates with the ILD1420 laser displacement sensor
over RS422. The hardware communication board receives commands over an SPI bus.
Each OpenBuilds C-Beam stage is controlled by a DQ542MA stepper motor driver.
Control signals to the DQ542MA stepper motor drivers, limit switches at the travel
limits of the OpenBuilds C-Beam stages, pneumatic solenoid valve, SPI communica-
tion to the hardware communication board and emergency stop buttons are handed by
a Smoothieboard numerical fabrication controller. The Smoothieboard is well suited for
the system under development since it has a large assortment of inputs and outputs.
The open source Smoothieware firmware that runs on the Smoothieboard is well docu-
mented and easily modified to make for the quick development of custom firmware.
A Raspberry Pi 2 running NanoDLP, a program to host and control DLP 3D printers,
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the shielding gas system used in the vat polymeriza-
tion additive manufacturing system to prevent oxygen inhibition of the curing layer.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the control system used by the vat polymerization
additive manufacturing system.
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is used to coordinate the additive manufacturing process. G-code commands are com-
municated to the Smoothieboard controller over USB from the host software. The CCD
sensor used for projector focus detection is connected to a USB port on the Raspberry
Pi. Cross-section images of the part being produced are sent to the light engine over an
HDMI port to selectively cure the photopolymer layers. The NanoDLP program running
on the Raspberry Pi hosts a web application for the user to interface with the control
software. The source code of the user interface was modified to add additional but-
tons for the user to manually control the components in the vat polymerization additive
manufacturing system.
The workflow to create 3D structures with the designed vat polymerization additive
manufacturing system begins with a 3D model of the desired part. The file is run
through a slicing program to discretize the 3D geometry into thin 2D slices. The open
source slicing program SLAcer was used for this project. SLAcer outputs a compressed
folder containing a black and white image for each 2D slice in the 3D structure. The
folder of images is input to the NanoDLP host software where it is combined with a
resin profile containing information such as the desired layer thickness and the cure
time for each layer. Once the additive manufacturing system has been calibrated and
the desired material has been filled into the polymer vats, the 3D structure can be
fabricated.
The entire apparatus is contained in an enclosure shown in Figure 3.10. The sides
of the enclosure are made from tinted polycarbonate sheet to prevent both premature
polymerization of the photopolymer during fabrication and the emission of potentially
harmful UV irradiation. A sheet of polycarbonate was mounted vertically towards the
rear of the enclosure to mount the electronics of the apparatus. A door was installed
on both the front and rear of the enclosure to provide easy access to both the polymer
vats and the electronics panel. The base plate of the apparatus was attached to the
enclosure with vibration dampening standoffs to prevent vibrations from introducing
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errors into the fabrication process.
3.3 Calibration procedures
3.3.1 Build plate levelling procedure
The build plate of the fabrication system was attached to a 5-axis alignment stage to
ensure the build plate was flat to the photopolymer surface. By adjusting fine pitch set
screws on the alignment stage, the orientation of the build platform could be adjusted to
a maximum of 8◦. The alignment stage allowed a sheet metal bending manufacturing
method to be utilized to fabricate the build plate elevator since inaccuracies could be
accounted for with a calibration procedure. The laser displacement sensor was utilized
to measure the alignment of the platform. The calibration procedure consisted of mea-
suring points on the build plate and adjusting the alignment of the stage until the height
measurement between measurement points 5 mm apart were with 1 µm of each other.
The horizontal PI precision stage was used to move the measurement point across the
width of the build platform, while the manual stage below the lamination system was
used to move along the length.
3.3.2 Liquid level measurement
Before each fabrication job, the user must calibrate the height of photopolymer resin in
the photopolymer vat and move the build plate elevator to the resin surface. The follow-
ing steps are performed to calculate the required position of the build plate elevator:
1. The build plate is positioned above the desired photopolymer vat and the position
is measured with the laser displacement sensor.
2. The build late is lowered to the bottom of the polymer vat.
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Figure 3.10: CAD model of the system enclosure to prevent external light from affecting
the photopolymer during fabrication and releasing potentially harmful UV irradiation.
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Variable Definition
xs Starting build plate position for vat polymerization
xBP Vertical laser sensor stage position plus the laser sensor reading when
measuring the build plate position in step 1
xRS Vertical laser sensor stage position plus the laser sensor reading when
measuring the liquid photopolymer surface in step 3
dBP Position of the build plate when measuring the build plate position in
step 1
dRS Position of the build plate when measuring the liquid photopolymer
surface in step 3
CBP Amount of resin displacement per depth of the build plate elevator into the
polymer vat
Table 3.1: Definition of variables in Equation 3.1 used to calculate the required build
plate position
3. The laser displacement sensor is lowered and the position of the liquid photopoly-
mer surface is measured.
4. The build plate elevator is moved to just below the liquid level.
The required position of the build plate is calculated with the following formula:
xs =
xRS − xBP + dBP − dRSCBP
1− CBP
(3.1)
The CBP term is used to compensate for the volume displacement that occurs due
to the vertical section of the build plate elevator. The CBP constant was measured
experimentally by measuring the photopolymer surface at various build plate positions
below the resin surface. An extended initial cure time is used for the first couple layers
of the fabrication process to compensate for errors in the calibration procedure and to
ensure good adhesion to the build surface.
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3.3.3 Light engine focal length measurement
A fourth station was added to the multi-material stage for the purpose of calibrating
the focal length of the light engine. This station features a CCD sensor which is used
to detect the projected image from the light engine. The CCD sensor, shown in Fig-
ure 3.11 was made from a disassembled Logitech C170 with the lens removed from on
top of the CCD sensor. The sensor is approximately 3× 2 mm in size with an image
resolution of 640× 480 resulting in a physical pixel size of approximately 4.5 µm which
is well suited for measuring the 5 µm projected pixel size from the light engine. Based
on the sharpness of the image projected onto the sensor, the focal length of the projec-
tor can be accurately calibrated. The following steps are performed in the calibration
procedure:
1. The build plate is removed and the CCD sensor is moved to under the projector.
2. The laser displacement sensor is used to measure the position of the CCD sen-
sor.
3. The light engine is moved to the approximate focal distance.
4. An image processing algorithm is run on the image detected by the CCD sensor
and the light engine is moved up or down in a gradient descent algorithm.
Once the minimal point of the algorithm is reached, the position of the light engine
stage and the position measured from the CCD sensor are recorded for use in the
liquid level calibration procedure. The following formula is used to calculate the required
position of the light engine stage:
xp = xf + xRS − xCCD. (3.2)
The image processing algorithm uses openCV to convert the image to grayscale,
threshold the image, then sum the value of the pixels in the image. The smaller the
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Figure 3.11: CCD sensor made from a disassembled Logitech C170 webcam which is
used to calibrate the working distance of the light engine.
Variable Definition
xp Projector stage position
xCCD Vertical laser sensor stage position plus the laser sensor reading when
measuring the CCD sensor position in step 2
xRS Vertical laser sensor stage position plus the laser sensor reading when
measuring the liquid photopolymer surface
xf Position of the projector stage when the image is in focus on the CCD
sensor
Table 3.2: Definition of variables in Equation 3.2 used to calculate the required projector
position.
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Figure 3.12: Collected CCD images from the light engine focal length measurement for
when the projector is 5 mm (a), 1 mm (b), and 0 mm (c) away from the focal distance.
sum of the image, the greater the focus of the light engine. Figure 3.12 shows the
processed CCD images for when the projector is 5 mm, 1 mm, and 0 mm away from
the focal distance.
3.3.4 Settling time measurement
The settling step present in the free-surface vat polymerization fabrication procedure is
a critical step to the accurate and successful production of 3D structures. The structure
shown in Figure 3.13 is an example of the defects that can occur when the settling
time is too low. On the second layer of printing the pillar structures, the photopolymer
layer was still settling when the next layer was being cured. The solidified photopolymer
layer shifted before polymerization could propagate through the layer thickness to the
previous layer, resulting in the formation tails on the pillars that point away from the
center of the structure. Due to the high viscosity of photopolymer formulations and the
thin layer thicknesses required to build 3D structures, the settling time in free-surface
vat polymerization systems can take a considerable amount of the build time. The
required settling time should be measured for each photopolymer and layer thickness.
To measure the settling time of a photopolymer resin, the ILD1420 laser displace-
ment sensor was used to measure the liquid level of the photopolymer after the build
plate elevator was moved to the required position to cure the next layer. The worst case
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Figure 3.13: Failed multi-pillar fabrication job shows the type of error that can arise
from the use of settling time that is too short.
settling time condition of a solid rectangle the size of the build area was used for the
analysis since there is increased more fluid friction for the photopolymer to flow over
the previously cured layer. Figure 3.14 depicts the liquid level over time for a 50 µm
layer of a yellow photopolymer from B9Creations. The settling time experiment reveals
that a settling time of 30 s should be employed during the fabrication procedure.
3.4 Fabrication of 3D microscale structures
The performance of the custom vat polymerization system was validated with the fabri-
cation the complex 3D structures with microscale structures made from a conventional
photopolymer. Figure 3.15 shows a 6 mm tall chess rook with 50 µm thick layers and
Figure 3.16 shows a 2.5 mm tall standard benchmarking model with 25 µm thick layers.
Both of the print files present difficult structures for additive manufacturing system to
produce but both were accurately fabricated after careful tuning of the 3D print param-
eters.
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Figure 3.14: Height of the liquid photopolymer over time shows that 30 s are needed
for the liquid photopolymer layer to settle.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: 6 mm tall chess rook with 50 µm thick layers has fine features that are
difficult for additive manufacturing systems to create.
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Figure 3.16: 2.5 mm tall standard benchmarking model with 25 µm thick layers shows
the type of difficult structures can be fabricated with the designed high resolution vat
polymerization additive manufacturing system.
3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter presented the design of a vat polymerization additive manufacturing sys-
tem for the fabrication of microscale conjugated polymer structures. Based on the
results from a preliminary investigation into fabricating conjugated polymer structures
with vat polymerization techniques, a subsequent high resolution vat polymerization
system was designed utilizing the free surface approach with a non-contact displace-
ment sensor, wiper based lamination system and multi-material capability.
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Chapter 4
Development of a photosensitive
conjugated polymer formulation
This chapter outlines the development of a conjugated polymer formulation that is com-
patible with vat polymerization additive manufacturing. As introduced in Chapter 2,
there have been a number of formulations developed for the photopolymerization of
pyrrole. This research project focuses on photosensitive pyrrole formulations contain-
ing silver salts due to the relative simplicity of the photoinitiating system, and high elec-
trical conductivities. A hybrid polymer formulation of polypyrrole and an acrylate based
polymer was found to be an effective solution to improve the mechanical integrity of
photopolymerized polypyrrole. The designed photosensitive formulations were charac-
terized and applied to the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures.
4.1 Photopolymerization of a pyrrole-silver formulation
4.1.1 Design and characterization of a pyrrole-silver formulation
The first investigation towards vat polymerization additive manufacturing of polypyrrole
was with a formulation adapted from the work by Hodko et al. (2009) containing pyrrole,
57
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silver nitrate and a photoinitiator. An 8:1 molar ratio of pyrrole to silver nitrate was
used since this ratio has been shown to produce polypyrrole with the greatest electrical
conductivity (Hodko et al., 2009).
The pyrrole-silver formulations in this section were designed for use with the modi-
fied B9Creator as discussed in Chapter 3. The light engine used in the B9Creator is a
commercial DLP projector with a spacer added to the lens assembly which allows the
projector to have a shorter focal distance. The use of a commercial projector means
the emission spectrum is within the visible light spectrum. To maximize the efficiency
of the photoinitiating system, it should have a strong absorbance overlap with the emis-
sion spectrum of the light source. The H-Nu 470 radical photoinitiator was chosen
for investigation due to its visible light absorbance up to 700 nm which has a strong
overlap with the emission spectrum of the DLP projector. The absorbance spectrum
of the H-Nu 470 photoinitiator and emission spectrum of the light engine are shown
in Figure 4.1. The emission spectrum of the light engine and absorption spectrum
of the photoinitiator were measured with a BLACK-Comet UV-VIS spectrometer. The
absorbance spectrum of the photoinitiator was obtained from a 0.01 wt% solution of
H-Nu 470 in propylene carbonate. The H-Nu 470 photoinitiator is known to be efficient
and requires lower concentrations compared to UV photoinitiators (Marino et al., 1995).
This photoinitiating system is known as radical sensitization of a cationic photoinitiator
where the silver nitrate acts as the cationic photoinitiator (Bi and Neckers, 1994).
Preliminary experiments were performed with a polymer formulation containing an
8:1 molar ratio of pyrrole to silver nitrate and a 0.1 wt% concentration of the H-Nu 470
photoinitiator. The concentration of the photoinitiator in the polymer formulation was
selected based on the manufacturer’s recommendation. Due to the H-Nu 470 absorp-
tion of light within the visible spectrum, the polymer formulations were prepared under
red light to prevent premature initiation. The polymer formulations were cured within a
1 dram glass vials purged with nitrogen gas to prevent oxygen inhibition. The polymer
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Figure 4.1: Emission spectrum of the projector and absorption spectrum of the H-Nu
470 photoinitiator. The intensity and absorbance axes have been normalized.
formulation has a translucent amber appearance prior to curing and a characteristic
dark black after curing. The colour change property of polypyrrole was used with time-
resolved UV-VIS spectroscopy to evaluate the irradiation time required to photopoly-
merize pyrrole formulation. The experiment was performed by measuring the emission
spectrum of the projector through the polymer formulation with a BLACK-Comet UV-VIS
spectrometer equipped with a cosine receptor. The series of spectrograms in Figure 4.2
shows how the light passing through the polymer is almost entirely blocked after 20 min
of irradiation. Figure 4.3 shows an image of the cured photopolymer. Cured polypyrrole
has a black liquid appearance with a significant amount of particulate suspended in the
solution. The surface of the vial in contact with the photopolymer became coated with
the polymer particulate. The lack of a solid polymer structure presents a difficult chal-
lenge towards the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures.
4.1.2 Fixed-surface vat polymerization
Despite the lack of a solid polymer structure, the polymer formulation was applied to the
fabrication of 3D structures via vat polymerization additive manufacturing to gain further
insight into the curing properties of the photosensitive polypyrrole formulations. The
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Figure 4.2: Time-resolved UV-VIS spectroscopy of the pyrrole-silver formulation
throughout the polymerization reaction.
Figure 4.3: Glass vial containing the photopolymerized pyrrole-silver formulation indi-
cates the presence of a polymer particulate.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Failed 3D printed structure made from the pyrrole-silver photopolymer for-
mulation where structure split into two halves with one half adhered to the build plate
(a) and the other to the window in the polymer vat (b).
pyrrole-silver formulation was used with the preliminary fixed-surface vat polymeriza-
tion apparatus discussed in Chapter 3 and detailed in Appendix B. Based on the time-
resolved spectroscopy analysis, each layer of the 3D structure was cured for 20 min.
The prototype apparatus was applied to the fabrication of a simple triangular structure
which comprised of five 100 µm layers. The fabrication procedure progressed as de-
sired for the initial layers of the 3D structure but eventually, the peeling force split the
structure into two halves with one half stuck to the build plate and the other to the win-
dow in the polymer vat as shown in Figure 4.4. Similar results were observed when
the bottom of the glass polymer vat was lined with PDMS or FEP. It was concluded that
the pyrrole-silver photopolymer formulation does not form a sufficiently stiff polymer to
withstand the fabrication forces present with fixed-surface vat polymerization additive
manufacturing.
4.1.3 Free-surface vat polymerization
As discussed in Chapter 2, an alternative technology to the fixed-surface technique
is free-surface vat polymerization where the polymer layers are selectively polymer-
ized on top of the previously cured layer. Due to the reduced fabrication force on the
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Figure 4.5: Triangular structure fabricated with the free-surface vat polymerization tech-
nique shows the poor curing properties of the pyrrole-silver formulation with the depo-
sition of polymer particulates outside the irradiated areas.
produced structure, the free-surface technique was next investigated for the additive
manufacturing with the pyrrole-silver photopolymer formulation. Details on the design
of the prototype free-surface system are discussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix B. The
prototype system was applied to the fabrication of the same triangular structure as with
the fixed-surface apparatus. Figure 4.5 shows the produced structure built upon a glass
substrate after three layers. During the fabrication process it was found that the cured
photopolymer did not adhere itself to the previously cured layers but instead formed a
particulate that flowed throughout the photopolymer vat as a new polymer layer was
added to the vat. The polymer particulates can be seen in Figure 4.5 as a darkening of
the glass build surface outside the irradiated areas. The deposition of polymer outside
the irradiated areas increased as subsequent layer were cured.
4.1.4 Conclusions on the pyrrole-silver formulation
Based on the investigation into using the pyrrole-silver formulation with vat polymer-
ization additive manufacturing systems, it has been concluded that the pyrrole-silver
formulation does not form a sufficiently solid polymer structure upon curing to create
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layered 3D structures. The formation of a polymer particulate compared to the desired
solid polymer is likely due to shorter polymer chain lengths arising from a lower strength
oxidant compared to the strong oxidants used in chemical polymerization or the electric
potential used in electropolymerization. To form solid 3D conjugated polymer structures
with the photopolymerization approach, additional additives are required to improve the
mechanical integrity of the produced polymer structures.
4.2 Photopolymerization of pyrrole-UDMA hybrid poly-
mer formulation
4.2.1 Design of pyrrole-UDMA hybrid polymer formulation
Chapter 2 explained that one solution to the overcome the poor mechanical properties
of photopolymerized PPy is the use of a hybrid polymer formulation. In this formulation,
the hybrid polymer takes on the smart material properties of PPy and the mechanical
properties of the secondary polymer. Based on the goal of applying the produced con-
jugated polymer structures to actuation technologies, the secondary polymer should be
flexible since these devices require large volume expansion and contraction. To meet
this need, a urethane dimethylacrylate (UDMA, Esstech Inc. X-726-0000) oligomer was
selected for the secondary polymer since it is commonly used in photosensitive poly-
mer formulations to yield a flexible polymer. Due to the flexible property of the cured
polymer, the prototype free-surface vat polymerization system was utilized to prevent
failure of the 3D structure during the peeling step. Various concentrations of UDMA
in the photopolymer formulation were investigated. At high UDMA concentrations, the
polymer formulation became viscous, making it difficult to dispense into thin layers. To
compensate for this effect, the UDMA was diluted with 20 wt% propylene carbonate.
The hybrid polymer formulation requires a photoinitiating system to generate reac-
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Scheme 4.1: Proposed reaction scheme of the two-component photoinitiating system
for the pyrrole-UDMA polymer formulation.
tive species that initiate polymerization of both the pyrrole and UDMA monomers when
irradiated with light. Since UDMA is known to polymerize with a radical photoinitiator
(Yang et al., 2016), the H-Nu 470 and silver nitrate photoinitiating system used in the
previous pyrrole-silver formulation may be used again. The H-Nu 470 photoinitiator
will directly initiate polymerization of the UDMA polymer and will excite the silver ions
to polymerize the pyrrole monomer. Reaction Scheme 4.1 summarizes the proposed
two-component photoinitiating system. The same concentrations of 0.1 wt% H-Nu 470
photoinitiator and 8:1 molar ratio of pyrrole to silver nitrate were used in this formulation.
Preliminary fabrication tests with 25% increment concentrations of the secondary
urethane acrylate polymer indicated that a concentration greater then 75% was re-
quired to create a fast curing polymer matrix that maintained its integrity throughout
the fabrication process. It was found that the UDMA polymer took less than two min-
utes of irradiation to form a solid polymer layer. The hybrid polymer formulation took
advantage of the fast-curing UDMA to create a solid matrix that contained the pyrrole.
The pyrrole was fully polymerized with a post-curing treatment. The difference in poly-
merization times between UDMA and pyrrole is apparent in the polymer’s change in
transparency. The hybrid polymer was initially translucent and with further irradiation,
the polymer became an opaque black, which is characteristic of pyrrole. The fast cur-
ing matrix is required to fabricate 3D structures with a high feature resolution because
shorter irradiation times limit polymerization outside the irradiated areas. A photopoly-
mer formulation containing 75 wt% UDMA was used for the subsequent experiments.
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Figure 4.6: Depth of cure results for the pyrrole-UDMA polymer formulation.
4.2.2 Depth of cure
The reactivity of the polymer was evaluated with the depth of cure experiment described
in Chapter 2. The experiment was performed by filling a cavity with the photopolymer
resin and placing glass slide on top. The DLP light engine projected a circle on the
photopolymer for a prescribed amount of time. After exposure, the polymer was washed
with acetone to the remove uncured polymer and left to dry. The depth of polymerization
was measured with an optical microscope. The working curve for the photosensitive
PPy formulation containing 75 wt% UDMA is shown in Figure 4.6. The working curve of
the photopolymer enables the selection of an appropriate irradiation time for a specified
layer thickness when building multi-layered 3D structures.
4.2.3 Minimum feature resolution
The effect of the irradiation time on the minimum achievable feature size was evaluated
through the fabrication of lines with a width of one pixel using increasing amounts of
light energy. Larger rectangles were created at the ends of the fine parallel lines to an-
chor the fine structures to the build plate. The pattern used for this experiment is shown
in Figure 4.7a. The width of the produced lines was measured optically with a micro-
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Figure 4.7: (a) Mask used for the feature resolution experiment and (b) the experi-
mental results from the feature resolution experiment using the pyrrole-UDMA polymer
formulation.
scope. This experiment was also used to validate the working curve from the depth of
cure experiment since the smallest produced feature should have been irradiated with
energy predicted by the working curve. The thickness was measured by mounting the
build plate vertically and optically measuring the thickness via an optical microscope.
Figure 4.7b depicts the line-width results for a layer thickness of 98 µm with a plot of
line width versus irradiated light energy.
These results show that the line width initially increases slowly with increasing irra-
diation, yielding a width close the desired 40 µm line width, but diverges quickly with
irradiation energies greater than 12.5 J/cm2. This property is common with photosen-
sitive polymer formulations, illustrating the importance of accurate characterization of
the reactivity of the polymer to produce features of the desired size. A minimum irra-
diation energy of 7.96 J/cm2 was required to fabricate the fine feature which is 288%
larger than the amount predicted by the working curve equation. This difference was at-
tributed to additional polymerization required to adhere the structure to the build plate.
The amount of additional curing is expected to be reduced when curing the polymer
onto a previous polymer layer since the polymer will have a stronger bond to itself
compared to the stainless steel build plate.
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Figure 4.8: Fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures with 100 µm thick lay-
ers. (a) and (d) depict geometric models of a 3D cone and logo respectively. (b) and
(c) show optical images of the fabricated 3D cone. (e) and (f) show optical images of
the fabricated logo.
4.2.4 3D Structure Fabrication
The results from the depth of cure and minimum feature resolution experiments were
used for the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer structures. A layer thickness of
100 µm was utilized with an irradiation energy of 7.37 J/cm2 to ensure adequate adhe-
sion of each layer. These parameters were used to fabricate the logo for the Organic
Mechatronics & Smart Materials Laboratory and a 3D cone. The 3D models of the
structures can be seen in Figure 4.8(a) and Figure 4.8(d). The logo model consisted
of 4 layers and the 1.5 mm-tall cone consisted of 14 layers. Optical images of the fabri-
cated 3D structures are shown in Figure 4.8.
The 3D cone illustrates the layered appearance characteristic of 3D printed struc-
tures. The 3D geometry can be more accurately represented by decreasing the layer
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thickness. Thinner photopolymer layers are better suited for fabricating fine features
since they require a reduced dose of light energy for polymerization to propagate the
full thickness of the layer. This reduced light-energy dose limits the amount of curing
outside the irradiated area, leading to the optimal fabrication of fine features.
The fine features apparent in the printed logo illustrate how the minimum feature
resolution affects the geometry of the produced part: small cavities, such as the threads
of the light bulb, were filled while thin features, such as the polarity symbols on the
magnet, were larger than desired. In general, sharp corners in the original geometry
were rounded in the fabricated component. Despite the prescribed irradiation energy
working well for the single layer feature resolution test, it resulted in the features of multi-
layer structures to become over-irradiated. This phenomenon is due to previous layers
receiving additional irradiation as subsequent layers are cured. This effect is typically
compensated for by adding a non-reactive light absorber to decrease the depth of light
penetration (Choi et al., 2009).
4.2.5 FTIR analysis
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of photopolymerized PPy, UDMA, and
PPy/UDMA samples are depicted in Figure 4.9. The FTIR spectrum of the photopoly-
merized polymers was measured with a Bruker Tensor II. The absorbance bands present
within the FTIR spectrum of PPy and UDMA are alike since the two polymers have sim-
ilar types of bonds. However, the magnitude of the peaks differs due to the quantity of
each bond. The FTIR spectrum of photopolymerized PPy exhibits several characteris-
tic bands at 3440 cm−1 (N–H stretching), 1530 cm−1 (C–C and C=C ring stretching),
1448 cm−1 (C–N stretching), 1297 cm−1 (C–H and C–N stretching), 1170 cm−1 (ring
breathing vibration) and 1041 cm−1 (C–H in-plane and out-of-plane deformation) (Sar-
avanan et al., 2006; Kasisomayajula et al., 2010; Bhat et al., 2001; Kasisomayajula
et al., 2016; Rinaldi et al., 2005). The strong absorbance band at 1702 cm−1 corre-
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Figure 4.9: FTIR spectra of photopolymerized PPy, UDMA, and hybrid formulations
containing 75 wt% UDMA. The presence of characteristic peaks of PPy and UDMA in
the spectra of the hybrid polymer confirms the formation of both photopolymerized PPy
and UDMA in the polymer.
sponds to the presence of a carbonyl group produced by the nucleophilic attack of
water on pyrrole (Saravanan et al., 2006; Kasisomayajula et al., 2010).
The FTIR spectrum of UDMA has characteristic absorbance bands at 3337 cm−1
(–NH stretching), 1702 cm−1 (C=O stretching), 1637 cm−1 (C=C stretching) and
815 cm−1 (C=C twisting) (Kunwong et al., 2011; Atai et al., 2007). Hybrid photopolymer
formulations containing a combination of the two polymers exhibit an FTIR spectrum
that is a combination of the PPy and UDMA spectrums, therefore Figure 4.9 confirms
the presence of both constituent polymers as anticipated.
4.2.6 Cross-sectional morphology and composition analysis
The cross-section of a four-layer hybrid photopolymer structure containing 75 wt%
UDMA is shown in Figure 4.10. The cross-section of the polymer samples was pre-
pared by first embedding the soft polymer in a UV curable embedding medium before
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Figure 4.10: SEM of the cross-section of a multi-layered hybrid photopolymer structure
with 100 µm thick layers shows no evidence of layering artifacts from the fabrication
process but reveals a uniform dispersion of bright spots throughout the material.
cryo-fracturing under liquid nitrogen. The rough surface of the cross-section was a re-
sult of the cryo-fracturing process. There is no evidence of layering artifacts are present
in the cross-section of the polymer arising from the layer by layer fabrication method
however, there are bright spots present throughout the cross-section. Scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) imaging was performed with a Hitachi S-3400N Microscope
equipped with an Oxford Instruments INCA PentaFETx3 EDAX detector. Polymer sam-
ples were sputter coated with 60/40 Gold Palladium prior to imaging to minimize charg-
ing.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) elemental mapping was performed
to identify the chemical composition of the bright spots observed in the cross-section.
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Figure 4.11: EDAX elemental mapping of bright spots in the cross-section of the pho-
topolymer structure suggests the presence of highly conductive and well-dispersed
Ag/PPy nanoparticles.
Figure 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) indicate the location and elemental composition of each site,
and Figure 4.11(c) and 4.11(d) indicate the location and elemental composition of the
parent phase. The elemental composition of each location is presented in Table 4.1.
EDAX elemental mapping revealed that the bright spots in the cross-section of the
polymer structure contain a relatively high concentration of silver. It is postulated that
these regions likely consist of PPy and silver due to the interaction between PPy and
silver which is known to form Ag/PPy core shell nanoparticles (Kasisomayajula et al.,
2016; Yang and Lu, 2005; Zang et al., 2016; Nazar et al., 2015).
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Composition [wt%]
Location C N O Ag
Spectrum 2 45.08 36.54 7.35 11.03
Spectrum 5 52.99 38.88 7.62 0.51
Table 4.1: Elemental composition of the hybrid photopolymer was ascertained via
EDAX elemental mapping at the locations indicated in Figure 4.11. Spectrum 2 is
of an Ag/PPy nanoparticle and Spectrum 5 is of the UDMA parent phase.
4.2.7 Electrochemical activity
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on the polymer samples to elucidate their elec-
trochemical activity. The cyclic voltammetry experiment was performed with a com-
puter controlled Keithley 2611 source meter. Cycling was performed between 0.8 V
and −0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode at a scan rate of 20 mV/s in an aqueous
NaNO3 solution. Figure 4.12(a) depicts the cyclic voltammogram of PPy with respect to
polymer samples containing UDMA, while Figure 4.12(b) isolates the data for samples
containing the secondary UDMA polymer. The poor electrochemical activity observed
for formulations containing UDMA is attributed to the high crosslink density of urethane
acrylate polymers which greatly reduces the mobility of ionic species through the mate-
rial. The network of urethane polymer surrounding the ionically conductive PPy regions
effectively impedes ionic transport in the bulk. This reduced mobility results in all hy-
brid formulations containing UDMA exhibiting an ionic conductivity similar to that of
pure UDMA.
4.2.8 Electrical conductivity
The electrical conductivity of the hybrid polymer formulation was measured with the
4-point probe technique. The 4-point probe technique is used because the result is not
dependent on the electrode contact area (Blythe and Bloor, 2005). A Keithley 2611
source meter with a custom made 4-point probe stand, shown in Figure 4.13, was used
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Figure 4.12: Cyclic voltammetry of (a) PPy compared to polymer samples containing
UDMA and (b) samples containing various concentrations of UDMA, indicates the re-
duced ion mobility attributed to the highly crosslinked UDMA parent phase.
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Figure 4.13: 4-point probe apparatus used to measure electrical conductivities.
to measure the electrical conductivity. The 4-point probe stand features a 3D printed
rack and pinion stage and a circuit board with 4 spring loaded pins spaced 2 mm apart
and connectors to the source meter. The apparent electrical conductivity of the polymer
samples were calculated with the following formula:
σ =
I
2πVd
, (4.1)
where σ is the apparent conductivity, I is the current passed through the sample, V
is the measured voltage and d is the spacing between the probes. The calculated
conductivity was not corrected for sample geometry due to an inability to accurately
measure the sample thickness which will result in a lower conductivity than the true
value.
Figure 4.14 indicates the relationship between the electrical conductivity of the poly-
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mer versus the concentration of the secondary UDMA polymer. The conductivity of
the hybrid polymer exponentially decreased as the concentration of the urethane acry-
late polymer increased. This trade-off is a common challenge for the development
of hybrid PPy formulations. The electrical conductivity of hybrid photopolymer formu-
lations reported in literature varies greatly based on the utilized secondary polymer
and the composition of the formulation, for example: Martins et al. (2006) reported an
electrical conductivity of 1 · 10−3 S · cm−1 for a PET/PPy/Ag blend, Nazar et al. (2015)
reported 6.8 · 10−5 S · cm−1 for a PEGDA/PPy/Ag blend, Asmussen et al. (2015) re-
ported 3.35 · 10−5 S · cm−1 for a BisEMA/PPy blend and Rinaldi et al. (2005) reported
1 · 10−6 S · cm−1 for PVC/PPy blend. Photopolymerized PPy/Ag films with no sec-
ondary polymer additive have been reported to have a conductivity of 0.51 S · cm−1
(Hodko et al., 2009). The aforementioned fabrication experiments found that a large
concentration of the urethane acrylate polymer was required in the hybrid polymer for-
mulation for it to be used effectively with the DLP 3D printing system. However, the
electrical conductivity results demonstrate that the influence of the conjugated poly-
mer properties decreases as the concentration of pyrrole decreases, illustrating that
the designer is forced to balance process efficacy and electrical conductivity when this
polymer formulation and fabrication technique are employed.
4.2.9 Conclusions on pyrrole-UDMA hybrid polymer formulation
The hybrid pyrrole-UDMA polymer formulation presented in this section exhibited a sig-
nificant improvement in mechanical integrity, allowing it to be used with a free-surface
vat polymerization additive manufacturing system to fabricate 3D structures. While this
progress is an important milestone towards the fabrication of active 3D conjugated poly-
mer devices, the current polymer has a number challenges that must be overcome to
improve the performance of devices made from this hybrid polymer formulation.
While it is desired to have a flexible hybrid photopolymer, the pyrrole-UDMA for-
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Figure 4.14: Electrical conductivity of the pyrrole-UDMA hybrid polymer versus the
concentration of the secondary polymer shows an exponential decrease in conductivity
as the concentration on the secondary polymer increases.
mulation exhibits mechanical properties similar to a gel which makes the produced
structures delicate. Future formulations should investigate other secondary polymers
that impart a greater mechanical integrity to the photopolymer formulation. The high
concentration of the UDMA oligomer to form an overall polymer with sufficient mechan-
ical integrity resulted in a low electrical and ionic conductivity, limiting the application of
this polymer formulation. Alternative oligomers that have an improved ionic conductivity
should be investigated so ions can reach the polypyrrole-silver islands within the sec-
ondary polymer matrix during electrochemical stimulation. Other additives such as light
absorbers should be investigated to enable the fabrication of overhanging structures.
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4.3 Photopolymerization of pyrrole-BEMA hybrid poly-
mer formulation
4.3.1 Design of pyrrole-BEMA hybrid polymer formulation
The primary insight gained from the pyrrole-UDMA photopolymer investigation was that
the hybrid polymer formulation requires an ionically conductive secondary polymer that
is compatible with polypyrrole. Ionically conductive polymers are commonly used in
the area of solid polymer electrolytes for battery applications. A popular solid polymer
electrolyte is Bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethacrylate (BEMA) which is a flexible polymer
that is compatible with a wide range electrolyte solutions including LiTFSI which is com-
monly used for polypyrrole actuators. Due to the high viscosity of the BEMA oligomer, it
is typically combined with poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMA) as
a reactive diluent to achieve the desired viscosity. The acrylate based polymers can be
rapidly polymerized with a radical photoinitiator. Pyrrole-BEMA photopolymer formula-
tions have been studied which form a solid polymer at a 41 wt% concentration of BEMA
(Ijeri et al., 2010). This oligomer is promising for the present formulation since a lower
concentration of the secondary polymer is required which may allow the smart material
properties of polypyrrole to have a much greater impact on the overall properties of the
hybrid polymer.
In this section, BEMA was diluted with PEGMA at a weight ratio of 7:3. Fabrication
tests with 20% increment concentrations of the BEMA and PEGMA solution found that
a concentration then 40% could be employed without drastically impacting the mechan-
ical integrity of the overall polymer. The same 8:1 molar ratio of pyrrole to silver was
used. This photopolymer formulation was to be designed for used with the high reso-
lution vat polymerization system discussed in Chapter 3 which uses a UV light engine.
The radical photoinitiator 2,4,6-Trimethylbenzoyl-diphenyl-phosphineoxide (TPO) was
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Figure 4.15: Emission spectrum of the light engine and absorption spectrum of the
TPO photoinitiator and Tinuvin 477 UV absorber. The intensity and absorbance axes
have been normalized.
added at a 5 wt% concentration to both photopolymerize BEMA and PEGMA and sen-
sitize the silver ions to polymerize the pyrrole monomer. TPO has a strong absorbance
overlap with the emission spectrum of the light engine as shown in Figure 4.15. To
enable the fabrication of overhanging structures, the UV absorber Tinuvin 477 was
incorporated into the photopolymer formulation at a concentration of 1 wt%. The con-
centration of the photoinitiator and UV absorber in the polymer formulation was se-
lected based on the manufacturer’s recommendation. The absorbance spectrum of
Tinuvin 477 can also be found in Figure 4.15. The emission spectrum of the light en-
gine and absorption spectrum of the photoinitiator and UV absorber were measured
with a BLACK-Comet UV-VIS spectrometer.
The pyrrole used in the pyrrole-BEMA hybrid formulation was distilled prior to use to
improve the dissolution of silver nitrate in the monomer solution, eliminating the need for
additional solvents. The pyrrole monomer is slightly unstable and will slowly polymerize
in the absence of an initiating system. The solubility of silver nitrate decreases as the
concentration of pyrrole oligomers increase in the monomer solution. Distilled pyrrole
was stored in a fridge under a blanket of nitrogen to slow the rate of polymerization.
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Figure 4.16: Bridge structure used to characterize the depth of cure of the pyrrole-
BEMA formulation. The overhanging layer was cured for a prescribed amount of time
and the produced depth of cure was measured with an optical microscope.
4.3.2 Depth of cure
The reactivity of the pyrrole-BEMA photopolymer formulation was evaluated with the
depth of cure experiment described in Chapter 2. The experiment was performed with
a different method compared to the technique used to characterize the pyrrole-UDMA
formulation. The depth of cure experiment was performed by fabricating the overhang
structures shown in Figure 4.16 where the top overhang layer was cured for a pre-
scribed amount of time. This methodology is advantageous since an array of overhang
structures can be created in a single print job, greatly decreasing the time to perform
the experiment. The thickness of the overhang structure was measured with an optical
microscope. The working curve for the pyrrole-BEMA photopolymer is shown in Fig-
ure 4.17. The working curve of the photopolymer was used to select an appropriate
irradiation time for a specified layer thickness when building multi-layered 3D structures.
4.3.3 Electrochemical activity
Cyclic voltammetry was performed on the hybrid pyrrole-BEMA polymer formulation to
study the electrochemical activity. Polymer samples 9.6 × 6.4 × 0.5 mm in size were
used for the experiment. The cyclic voltammetry experiment was performed with a sim-
ilar method to that used for the pyrrole-UDMA polymer with a maximum potential of
+1.5 V and a minimum potential of −1 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode at a scan rate
of 50 mV/s in an aqueous NaNO3 solution. Figure 4.18 depicts the cyclic voltammo-
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Figure 4.17: Depth of cure results for the pyrrole-BEMA polymer formulation confirms
the hybrid polymer formulation agrees well with the depth of cure model described in
Section 2.2.5.
gram of the hybrid PPy-BEMA polymer. The electroactivity of the PPy-BEMA polymer
was greatly improved compared to the PPy-UDMA formulation. This result illustrates
an important material property for the development of a hybrid polymer formulation
since ionic conductivity is required for the development of conjugated polymer actua-
tors. Chapter 5 will investigate whether the motion of ions will correspond to a volume
change which can be utilized for actuation technologies.
4.3.4 Electrical conductivity
The electrical conductivity of the pyrrole-BEMA polymer was measured with the 4-point
probe apparatus previously used for the PPy-UDMA hybrid polymer. The relationship
between the concentration of BEMA-PEGMA in the photopolymer formulation and the
resulting conductivity of the overall polymer is shown in Figure 4.19. As with the UDMA
secondary polymer, the electrical conductivity exponentially decreases with increasing
concentration of the secondary polymer. The electrical conductivity of the polymer
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Figure 4.18: Cyclic voltammogram of the hybrid pyrrole-BEMA polymer formulation
shows improved ionic conductivity compared to the pyrrole-UDMA formulation.
samples was similar to the values observed with the PPy-UDMA hybrid polymer.
4.3.5 3D structure fabrication
The capability of the pyrrole-BEMA formulation to fabricate complex 3D structures was
evaluated with the fabrication of a 2.5 mm tall standard benchmarking model shown in
Figure 4.20. Desirable results were obtained with the following fabrication parameters:
a layer thickness of 25 µm, 30 s initial cure time to ensure adequate adhesion of the
first layer to build plate, 1.5 s cure time for the following layers and a settling time of 30 s.
The cure time was selected based on the depth of cure experiment in Section 4.3.2 and
the settling time was selected based on the settling time study in Section 3.3.4. The
produced structures were rinsed with acetone and deionized water to remove uncured
polymer from the fabricated part.
Overall, the pyrrole-BEMA formulation was able to fabricate the desired geometry of
the standard benchmarking model. The addition of Tinuvin 477 allowed the overhangs
present in the roof structure to be accurately produced while also limiting the amount
of curing outside the irradiated areas. Fine features in the geometry such as the inner
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Figure 4.19: Electrical conductivity of the pyrrole-BEMA hybrid polymer versus the con-
centration of the secondary polymer shows an exponential decrease in conductivity as
the concentration of the secondary polymer increases.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: 2.5 mm tall standard benchmarking model with 25 µm thick layers shows
the ability for the designed pyrrole-BEMA hybrid polymer formulation to create complex
microscale structures.
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hole of the chimney and the rear fishing rod holder are slightly overcured. Reduced
irradiation times caused the pillars holding the roof to be too weak causing the roof of
the boat to collapse, illustrating how the low stiffness of the pyrrole-BEMA photopolymer
must be considered when designing 3D geometries with this material.
Due to the use of an acrylate based secondary polymer, the produced 3D structures
exhibited a small amount of volume shrinkage. The volume shrinkage of the geometry
was not observed while fabricating the structures but rather after the part had been
washed and dried. As a result, the printed structure would commonly peel off the build
plate. To compensate for the shrinkage effect, the produced part was adhered to the
build surface with an adhesive glue after drying, which can be seen at the base of the
printed structure in Figure 4.20.
4.3.6 Multi-material structure fabrication
The multi-material feature of the high resolution vat polymerization additive manufac-
turing system was applied to the fabrication of a prototype microfluidic channel with an
embedded conjugated polymer pressure sensor. The device shown in Figure 4.21 was
fabricated in three stages: first, the base of the device was made from a conventional
photopolymer, then the conjugated polymer sensing element was built and finally the
microfluidic channel was built around the sensing element.
The central vat in the multi-material system was filled with acetone to clean the
photopolymer structures when switching between polymer vats. The build plate was
dried with nitrogen gas after acetone washing. The device was designed to have a thin
sensing element to minimize the number of washing procedures. The build plate was
manually checked between material changes to ensure the structure was adequately
cleaned. It was observed that agitation from moving the build surface in and out of
the washing vat was insufficient to clean all of the liquid photopolymer and additional
cleaning was required with an acetone wash bottle. Future development of the high
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Figure 4.21: Multi-material 3D printed prototype microfluidic channel with an embedded
conjugated polymer pressure sensor.
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resolution vat polymerization apparatus should investigate the use of an active washing
station with a recirculating pump to clean the build surface.
The device was tested by connecting the inlet port to a Nordson EDF pneumatic
fluid dispenser and measuring the change in the resistance of the sensing element
with a Keithley 2611 source meter. Pneumatic connections were made to the microflu-
idic device by gluing right angle syringe needles in the inlet and outlet ports. The ex-
posed terminals of the conjugated polymer sensing element were painted with a carbon
based adhesive (PELCO® Conductive Carbon Glue, 16050) to improve the reliability of
electrical connections.
The device was tested to inlet pressures of 50 psi, however, no significant change in
the resistance of the sensing element was observed. It is anticipated that an improved
performance would be observed if the sensing element was redesigned to experience
a greater strain when fluid pressure is applied. Despite the lack of sensing response,
this device showcases the capability of the fabrication system to produce multi-material
devices with embedded sensing components.
4.3.7 Conclusions on pyrrole-BEMA photopolymer formulation
The hybrid polymer formulation developed in this section represents a significant ad-
vancement in the 3D printing conjugated polymer structures. The blend of BEMA and
PEGMA as the secondary polymer exhibited an improved compatibility with polypyrrole
to yield an overall polymer with enhanced mechanical integrity at a reduced secondary
polymer concentration compared to the PPy-UDMA formulation. The enhanced me-
chanical integrity allowed more complex micro-scale 3D structures to be fabricated
with the high resolution free-surface vat polymerization additive manufacturing system.
The addition of the UV absorber Tinuvin 477 enabled the accurate fabrication of over-
hang structures and reduced curing outside the irradiated areas. The use of BEMA
and PEGMA resulted in a significant increase in the ionic conductivity which is required
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for the fabrication of conjugated polymer actuators. Chapter 5 will investigate the ap-
plication of the hybrid PPy-BEMA polymer to sensing and actuation technologies. The
concentration of reagents in the presented polymer formulation are not optimal and
were selected based on manufacturer recommendations, formulations presented in the
literature, or preliminary concentration studies. Future studies are required to identify
the affect of each component in the polymer formulation on the resulting material prop-
erties to identify the optimal concentration of each reagent.
4.4 Photopolymerization of pyrrole-silver in commercial
photopolymer formulations
4.4.1 Integration of pyrrole-silver in commercial photopolymer for-
mulations
With the success of incorporating of conventional photopolymers into the pyrrole-silver
formulation, it was hypothesized that pyrrole and silver nitrate may be added to com-
mercially available photopolymer to make them electrically conductive. The yellow pho-
topolymer resin from B9Creations used in Chapter 3 was investigated for used as the
secondary polymer. A solution containing an 8:1 molar ratio of pyrrole to silver ni-
trate was added in 20 wt% increments to the yellow photopolymer resin. Rectangular
polymer samples, 9.6× 6.4× 0.5 mm in size, were cured for electrical conductivity
measurement. The polymer formulations exhibited curing characteristics near that of
the pure yellow photopolymer. As the concentration of the pyrrole-silver formulation
increased, the photopolymer samples appeared to become more flexible compared to
the stiff properties of the yellow photopolymer. The polymer formulation containing
an 80 wt% concentration of the pyrrole-silver solution suffered from poor mechanical
integrity.
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4.4.2 Electrical conductivity
The electrical conductivity of the hybrid polymer samples was measured with the 4-
point probe apparatus previously used to measure the PPy-UDMA hybrid polymer. The
relationship between the concentration of secondary yellow photopolymer resin in the
photopolymer formulation and the resulting conductivity of the overall polymer is shown
in Figure 4.22. As with the previous hybrid polymer samples, the electrical conductivity
exponentially decreased with increasing concentration of the secondary polymer. The
electrical conductivity of the polymer samples was similar to the values observed with
the PPy-UDMA and PPy-BEMA hybrid polymers.
The electrical conductivity of the hybrid polymer samples is near to that of pho-
topolymer formulations that use a conductive filler. Mu et al. (2017) report an electrical
conductivity of 2.7 · 10−4 S · cm−1 for a commercial photopolymer containing 0.3 wt%
carbon nanotubes (CNT) which is near the conductivity measured for hybrid polymer
samples containing 80 wt% of the pyrrole-silver nitrate solution. The pyrrole-silver ni-
trate solution presents an alternative additive to traditional conductive fillers. While a
greater concentration of the pyrrole-silver nitrate is required compared to other con-
ductive fillers, the conjugated polymer solution is advantageous since the pyrrole-silver
nitrate solution is easily incorporated into other photopolymer resins without the use of
special dispersing techniques. The pyrrole-silver nitrate solution is initially transparent
which limits the effect on the curing characteristics of the host photopolymer resin.
4.4.3 Conclusions on pyrrole-silver in commercial photopolymer
formulations
The investigation presented in this section showed that pyrrole and silver nitrate may be
added to commercially available photopolymer resins to make them electrically conduc-
tive. The ability to use commercially available photopolymer resins is beneficial since
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Figure 4.22: Electrical conductivity of the hybrid polymer of pyrrole and a conventional
photopolymer versus the concentration of the secondary polymer shows an exponential
decrease in conductivity as the concentration of the secondary polymer increases.
they have been fine tuned for desirable curing properties. The hybrid polymer formula-
tion presents an alternative solution to traditional conductive fillers to form electrically
conductive photopolymer resins. Future studies are required to understand the overall
impact the pyrrole-silver nitrate additive has on the properties of the resulting polymer.
4.5 Chapter summary
This chapter presented the iterative design of a photosensitive polypyrrole formulation
that is compatible with vat polymerization additive manufacturing for the fabrication of
3D conjugated polymer structures. After an existing photosensitive pyrrole-silver for-
mation was found to be incompatible with vat polymerization additive manufacturing,
hybrid polymer formulations were investigated which take on the smart material prop-
erties of PPy and the mechanical properties of a secondary polymer. A hybrid polymer
formulation containing a BEMA oligomer was ultimately designed that is capable of be-
ing fabricated into complex 3D conjugated polymer structures with microscale features.
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Chapter 5
Application of 3D conjugated polymer
transducers
This chapter investigates the capability for the PPy-BEMA hybrid polymer discussed in
Chapter 4 to be used in sensing and actuation technologies. Electrochemical switching
is used to stimulate the hybrid photopolymer and observe if the ion transfer is capable
of inducing volumetric expansion and contraction for potential actuation applications.
The compliant property of the hybrid polymer formulation was investigated for mechan-
ical strain sensing applications. Strain to break and cyclic loading experiments were
performed to study the change in the polymer structure’s electrical conductivity in re-
sponse to mechanical strain. The results from this chapter will provide insight into the
types of devices that can be produced with the vat polymerization additive manufactur-
ing system and hybrid conjugated polymer formulation.
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5.1 Actuation performance of pyrrole-BEMA hybrid poly-
mer formulation
Conjugated polymers have been investigated for smart material actuators since this
class of polymers is capable of ion driven volumetric expansion and contraction. The
electromechanical transduction property of conjugated polymers is promising for mi-
croscale MEMS and lab on a chip devices since this material operates in a similar
manner on both the macro- and micro-scale (Smela, 1999). The ability to fabricate 3D
microscale conjugated structures is promising for the development of a new class of
actuators that is capable of complex modes of actuation.
5.1.1 Methods
A thin hybrid polymer film, 8 mm × 5 mm in size, containing 40% BEMA-PEGMA sec-
ondary polymer was electrochemically stimulated with a ±2 V square wave with a fre-
quency of 0.1 Hz in an electrolyte solution of 0.2 M lithium bistrifluoromethanesulfonim-
idate (LiTFSI) in propylene carbonate shown schematically in Figure 5.1. The LiTFSI
electrolyte is commonly used for polypyrrole actuators since the large relative size dif-
ference between the cation and anion of the lithium salt can induce a volume change
upwards of 35% (Spinks et al., 2009). The actuation experiment was preformed under
an optical microscope to measure the volumetric expansion and contraction of the poly-
mer. The tip displacement of the polymer film was analyzed with a custom MATLAB
image processing script.
5.1.2 Results and discussion
Figure 5.2 shows the square wave excitation voltage signal and the resulting current
flow through the apparatus. The tip displacement of the polymer film in response to the
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Figure 5.1: Electrochemical stimulation apparatus for measuring the actuation re-
sponse of Pyrrole-BEMA hybrid polymer samples. The actuation experiment was pre-
formed under an optical microscope to measure the volumetric expansion and contrac-
tion of the polymer.
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Figure 5.2: Electrochemical voltage excitation signal (blue) and resulting current flow
(red) through the actuation test apparatus.
excitation voltage signal is shown in Figure 5.3. The tip displacement of the polymer
film exhibits a step wise increase in displacement over time. The observed actuation
response is likely due to the combination of solvent swelling, which contributes the
linear increase in the tip displacement, and the volumetric expansion and contraction in
response to the excitation signal, which results in the stepwise displacement response.
Curling of the polymer film rather than uniform volume change in response to solvent
swelling and electrochemical stimulation was likely due to stresses induced into the
polymer film when it was peeled off the build plate. Greater tip deflections are expected
to be observed if the hybrid polymer was combined with passive structures to amplify
the electromechanical response of the polymer.
This experiment presents a preliminary investigation into the actuation response of
the hybrid PPy-BEMA polymer to validate that the material is electromechanically active.
A more detailed investigation into the actuation performance of the hybrid conjugated
polymer is required to understand its capability within conjugated polymer devices.
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Figure 5.3: The tip displacement of an actuated polymer film in response to the excita-
tion voltage signal shows a stepwise increase in displacement over time.
5.2 Strain sensing performance of pyrrole-BEMA hybrid
polymer formulation
Conjugated polymers have been investigated for advanced sensing technologies due
to a change in their electrical conductivity in response to external stimuli. Conducting
materials with piezoresistive properties may be used as strain sensors to detect small
motions. The change in electrical resistance when subjected to mechanical strain is
characterized by the gauge factor (GF ) of the material which is defined as:
GF =
∆R/Ro
∆l/lo
=
dρ/ρ
ǫl
+ 1 + 2ν, (5.1)
where Ro is the unstrained resistance material with a length lo. Under a mechanical de-
formation of ∆l , the change in the material’s resistance is defined as ∆R. The change
in resistance is contributed to by two factors, the change in the sample geometry (1+2ν)
and an intrinsic piezoresistive material property
(
dρ/ρ
ǫl
)
, where ρ is resistivity, ǫl is
strain and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
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This section aims to characterize the piezoresistive property of the hybrid conju-
gated polymer developed in Chapter 4 to evaluate its performance in strain sensing
applications.
5.2.1 Methods
Tensile testing samples were fabricated in agreement with the ASTM D1708 standard
(ASTM, 2014). The geometry of the tensile testing sample described in the ASTM
D1708 standard is too large for the high resolution vat polymerization system to fab-
ricate. The samples were prepared using a cast PDMS mold of the desired sample.
The mold was filled with the polymer formulation and cured in a Spectroline XL 1500
UV crosslinker with 365 nm light for 30 min. A hybrid polymer formulation containing
BEMA as the secondary polymer at a concentration of 40 wt% was used for the piezo-
resistive experiments.
While the tensile testing samples were fabricated with a UV curing casting method
rather than the additive manufacturing approach, this technique closely resembles a
sample created with the additive manufacturing system where the profile of the tensile
testing sample is aligned in the projected plane of the projector. If the sample was
fabricated in an orientation such that the applied strain would be perpendicular to the
layers in the polymer sample, it is expected that reduced mechanical properties would
be observed due to stress concentrations at the interface between layers.
Piezoresistive testing was performed with a CellScale UniVert materials testing in-
strument equipped with a 10 N load cell. The resistance of the samples was measured
using a Keithley 2611 source meter. The experimental setup for tensile testing is shown
in Figure 5.4. For cyclic testing, samples were stretched to a maximum strain of 3%
at a rate of 8 mm/min, held at the maximum stretched position for 1 s, returned to its
original length at a rate of 8 mm/min, and held at the relaxed position for 1 s. This
displacement protocol was repeated for 200 cycles, and resistivity measurements were
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Figure 5.4: Pyrrole-UDMA hybrid polymer sample installed in a CellScale UniVert ma-
terials testing instrument for piezoresistive experiments. Copper tape on the grips of
the tensile testing instrument was used to establish electrical connection to the polymer
sample.
obtained at a rate of 5 Hz. Post-cyclic testing, the samples were further displaced in
tension at a rate of 3 mm/min to failure.
5.2.2 Cyclic strain response
The typical response of the polymer sample under the cyclic tensile loading is shown
in Figure 5.5. The amount of strain is indicated by the red line and the resistance of the
polymer sample is shown by the blue line. As the strain on the polymer increased, the
measured resistance of the polymer sample also increased.
The normalized resistance at the stretched and relaxed states over 200 cycles is
shown in Figure 5.6, which illustrates a gradual decay in the nominal resistance, indi-
cated by the decay of the resistance in the relaxed state. There is also a decrease
in the piezoresistive response when subject to the 3% strain, indicated by a decreas-
ing distance between the relaxed and stretched resistance over time. The decay in
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the excitation strain profile and the resulting change in resistance
response of the hybrid conjugated polymer sample.
the piezoresistive response is clearly shown in Figure 5.7 with a plot of the gauge fac-
tor over the 200 loading cycles. The gauge factor of the material linearly decays with
increased cycling.
The range of gauge factors measured with the hybrid conjugated polymer samples
is similar to the work performed by Mu et al. (2017) who observed a gauge factor of
0.37 for polymer based strain sensors containing carbon nanotubes.
5.2.3 Strain to break response
Figure 5.8 shows a typical strain to break experiment with a plot of normalized re-
sistance versus strain. The resistance of the tensile testing sample exponentially in-
creased with strain. Based on 6 samples, the average strain to failure was 13%, illus-
trating the compliant nature of the hybrid polymer formulation.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized resistance of the hybrid polymer sample in the stretched and
relaxed states over 200 loading cycles.
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Figure 5.7: The gauge factor of the hybrid polymer sample over 200 loading cycles
shows a linear decrease in the gauge factor with increased cycling.
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Figure 5.8: Typical strain to break response for hybrid polymer samples with a plot of
normalized resistance versus strain.
5.2.4 Discussion
Based on the definition of gauge factor in Equation 5.1, for small gauge factors, the
negative change in resistance due to the intrinsic piezoresistive property will compete
against the positive change in resistance due to the change in geometry of the sample.
The intrinsic and geometric piezoresistive components has a similar magnitude but
opposite sign resulting in the small gauge factor.
It is hypothesized that when the polymer sample is strained, the reduction in cross-
sectional area causes the conductive polymer chains to come closer together resulting
in a localized decrease in resistance but the change in resistance due to the change
in geometry dominates over the length of the sample, causing the overall resistance of
the polymer sample to increase. With prolonged cycling, the conductive polymer chains
preferentially orient in the direction of strain resulting in both a decrease in the nominal
resistance of the polymer sample and a concomitant decrease in the gauge factor of
the material.
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Additional studies are required to further understand the piezoresistive property of
the hybrid conjugated polymer structure. Improved gauge factors may be observed for
compressive based strain sensors since both the intrinsic piezoresistive property and
the change in geometry will be decreasing the sample resistance rather than competing
against each other.
5.3 Chapter summary
This chapter investigated the mechanical strain sensing and actuation performance of
the pyrrole-BEMA hybrid polymer discussed in Chapter 4. A stepwise increase in tip
displacement of a polymer film was observed when electrochemically stimulated in a
LiTFSI solution. The observed actuation response is likely due to the combination of
solvent swelling and volumetric expansion and contraction in response to the excita-
tion signal. Additional investigations are required to understand the actuation capability
of the hybrid polymer formulation. The piezoresistive properties of the hybrid polymer
were characterized with cyclic loading and strain to break experiments. The hybrid poly-
mer exhibits an exponential increase in resistance when subjected to mechanical strain
with an initial gauge factor of 0.75. The gauge factor of the polymer sensor linearly de-
cays with cycling, likely due to merging of the conducive islands in the hybrid polymer
structure. The presented study is an important look at the transduction properties of
the designed hybrid polymer formulation to inform the future design of devices with mi-
croscale 3D conjugated polymer structures. Future studies are required to optimize the
hybrid polymer formulation to yield improved transduction properties.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
6.1 Summary of conclusions
This thesis explored the issues surrounding the fabrication of 3D conjugated polymer
structures using the vat polymerization additive manufacturing technique. The knowl-
edge ascertained through these activities has prompted the following conclusions:
1. Conventional photosensitive polypyrrole formulations cannot be directly utilized
with additive manufacturing technology. Conventional photosensitive polypyrrole
formulations create a polymer particulate upon irradiation which does not retain
its shape when used with additive manufacturing systems. The combination of a
photosensitive polypyrrole formulation with traditional photopolymers to create a
hybrid polymer formulation is required to form a solid polymer upon irradiation.
2. The vat polymerization additive manufacturing technique is a viable approach to
fabricate microscale 3D conjugated polymer structures. The low stiffness of the
hybrid conjugated polymer formulations requires the use of the free-surface vat
polymerization technique to eliminate failure of the produced structure during the
peeling step present in the fixed-surface technique. Precision equipment includ-
ing a high pixel resolution light engine and wiper based laminating system may
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be used to produce 3D conjugated polymer structures with micro-scale features.
Multi-material fabrication is a valuable feature to create microscale devices with
embedded conjugated polymer structures.
3. Hybrid polypyrrole formulations containing BEMA as the secondary polymer,
PEGMA as a reactive diluent, Tinuvin 477 as an absorber and TPO and silver
nitrate as the photoinitiating system possess desirable curing properties for the
fabrication of micro-scale structures while maintaining the electrical and ionic con-
ductivity properties of polypyrrole.
4. Finally, hybrid polypyrrole formulations containing BEMA as the secondary poly-
mer exhibit piezoresistive and electroactive properties which may be used in sens-
ing and actuation technologies. Cyclic loading and strain to break experiments
reveal that hybrid conjugated polymer structures exhibit an exponential increase
in resistance when subjected to mechanical strain with an initial gauge factor of
0.75 that linearly decays with cycling. Electrochemical excitation of the hybrid
polymer in a LiTFSI solution resulted in a stepwise increase tip displacement
response illustrating the potential for this polymer to be unused in actuation tech-
nologies.
6.2 Summary of contributions
The most significant research contributions presented in this thesis are summarized as
follows:
• The design of a multi-material vat polymerization fabrication system. A novel
multi-material vat polymerization additive manufacturing system was designed to
fabricate 3D conjugated polymers devices. The apparatus is capable of produc-
ing features with a 5 µm pixel resolution. Multi-material capability enables the
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production of microscale devices with embedded conjugated polymer structures.
• A hybrid polypyrrole formulation that is compatible with the vat polymerization ad-
ditive manufacturing technique. A hybrid photopolymer formulation was designed
for the production of 3D conjugated polymer structures with light based additive
manufactured technology. The use of BEMA as the secondary polymer enabled
the production of complex microscale structures while maintaining the smart ma-
terial properties of polypyrrole.
• Strain sensing performance characterization of hybrid polypyrrole structures. A
preliminary investigation into the piezoresistive properties of hybrid polypyrrole
structures was performed to provide insight into the types of devices that may be
produced with the vat polymerization additive manufacturing system and hybrid
conjugated polymer formulation.
6.3 Recommendations for future research
The vat polymerization additive manufacturing system and photosensitive hybrid con-
jugated polymer formulation will serve as a platform for the development of microscale
3D conjugated polymer transducers. The ability to fabricate 3D conjugated polymer
structures will open up new transducer technologies that take advantage of unique 3D
geometry. This technology is valuable for many applications in the fields of MEMS,
microfluidics, and biomedicine to fabricate novel devices.
The present thesis was constrained to investigating photosensitive pyrrole formula-
tions which used silver nitrate with a radical photoinitiator as the photoinitiating system
but several other photoinitiating systems were discussed in Chapter 2. A broad study
into the photopolymerization of pyrrole may be valuable to identify an optimal photoini-
tiating system.
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One of the most interesting properties of conjugated polymers is their ability to be
used in actuation technologies. A brief investigation into the actuation performance of
the conjugated polymer revealed a small amount of volumetric expansion and contrac-
tion in response to electrochemical stimulation. Additional investigations are required
to understand the actuation capability of the hybrid polymer formulation and to study
the response of 3D conjugated polymer actuators.
The investigation into the piezoresistive properties of hybrid pyrrole-BEMA struc-
tures revealed a complex response. An in-depth study into the piezoresistive properties
hybrid pyrrole-BEMA structures should be performed consisting of both compression
and tension testing at varied rates and amplitudes to inform the future design of devices
featuring conjugated polymer strain sensors.
Finally, the addition of a pyrrole and silver nitrate to commercially available pho-
topolymer formulations was found to be a promising alternative to traditional conduc-
tive fillers. Future studies should further investigate the overall impact the pyrrole-silver
nitrate additive has on the properties of the resulting polymer.
Appendices
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Appendix A
Prototype fixed-surface vat
polymerization design
This appendix will describe the design of the prototype fixed-surface vat polymerization
additive manufacturing system. This technique is commonly used in commercial vat
polymerization additive manufacturing systems since it provides precise control over
the cured layer thickness with the use of a linear stage, therefore the fixed-surface vat
polymerization design is a natural starting point for the instigation into vat polymeriza-
tion of conjugated polymers.
The commercially available B9Creator 3D printer was used as a starting point for
the prototype system. The B9Creator 3D printer, shown in Figure A.1, utilizes a fixed
surface vat polymerization technique. The slide peel release mechanism is used in
this system to release each layer from a PDMS window. While the slide peel release
technique is effective in reducing the peeling forces on the printed part, it requires a
much larger polymer vat which is unfavorable for photosensitive conjugated polymer
structures since the reagents in the formulation are expensive and spoil over several
hours. The polymer vat and build plate system shown in Figure A.2 was designed to
utilize the B9Creator with a reduced volume of polymer.
A simple straight pull peel mechanism was employed in the modified build plate
to minimize the volume of polymer required. The polymer vat was made from glass
by gluing a 35 mm inner diameter glass tube to a 38 mm diameter glass circle with
5-minute epoxy. The 5-minute epoxy was found to be compatible with various available
solvents including acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and propylene carbonate. The bottom of
the polymer vat was coated with either cast PDMS or FEP film to reduce peeling forces.
The polymer vat was held in place between two metal plates. The bottom plate was
fixed to the B9Creator and had a 33 mm hole in the center for projected light to pass
up into the polymer vat. The top plate had 4 holes for bolts to secure the polymer vat
along with a 34 mm hole for the build surface to pass through. The polymer vat was
aligned between the holes in the top and bottom plates with a laser cut acrylic jig.
A cylindrical aluminum rod was utilized as a build plate. The aluminum rod had a
diameter of 30 mm, leaving a 2.5 mm clearance between the sides of the polymer vat
for the photopolymer to be displaced. The cylindrical build plate was held to a steel
plate with three embedded neodymium magnets. Using magnets to attach the build
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(a) (b)
Figure A.1: Unmodified B9Creator 3D printer used in the preliminary study of vat poly-
merization of conjugated polymers.
(a) (b)
Figure A.2: Modifications made to the B9Creator 3D printer to reduce the build volume
of the polymer vat.
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surface made for easy alignment with the polymer vat and removal of the produced
structure. Since the existing build surface was non-magnetic, a custom fixture was
designed that featured a magnetic steel surface. The steel surface was designed in a
“U” shape with slots cut into the vertical surfaces so the orientation could be adjusted.
The steel surface was bolted to a laser cut acrylic mounting block. Acrylic mounting
block had locating holes in the top surface interface with the existing jig attached to the
vertical build plate stage.
Since the new build surface extended significantly lower then the previous build
surface, the software would move the build surface too low during the build plate height
calibration procedure. To compensate for the height difference, a 3D printed extension
to the build surface stage calibration photo-switch interrupter plate was installed which
has a length equal to the height difference between the new and existing build surfaces.
The interrupter plate extension made the software think the build surface was lower
than reality, allowing the modified build surface to be used with the existing software.
Appendix B
Prototype free-surface vat
polymerization design
This appendix will describe the design of the prototype free-surface vat polymerization
additive manufacturing system. This technique was investigated after concluding that
the strength of the photosensitive polypyrrole formulation was not high enough to with-
stand the peeling step present in the fixed-surface vat polymerization technique. The
free-surface technique overcomes the peeling step by curing the thin polymer layers
on top of the previously cured layer, making it ideal for fabricating structures with low
strength photopolymers.
A prototype free-surface vat polymerization additive manufacturing system was con-
structed by modifying a commercially available B9Creator 3D printer. The prototype
system is shown in Figure B.1 and schematically in Figure B.2.
The existing DLP projector was oriented downward to project the images of each
layer from above. A glass polymer vat was mounted in a 3D printed fixture directly below
the DLP projector. The liquid level within the vat was controlled with a computerized
syringe pump. A 4 in stainless steel needle bent in the middle at 90◦ was held within the
polymer vat by the 3D printed vat fixture to dispense the retract the photopolymer from
the syringe pump. Ultra-Chemical-Resistant Versilon PVC Tubing was used between
the syringe pump and the needle to prevent degradation from the photopolymer. The
polymer vat was contained within an airtight chamber with a window in the top. Oxygen
inhibition at the curing layer was mitigated by purging the chamber with nitrogen gas.
A removable stainless steel sheet in the bottom of the polymer vat was used as a build
surface.
As a result of the significant modifications to the B9Creator, the standard software
and hardware for this printer were no longer compatible. An A4988 stepper motor
driver and Arduino microcontroller were build on a breadboard to dispense or retract
photopolymer from the syringe pump.
A Raspberry Pi 2 running NanoDLP, a program to host and control SLA and DLP 3D
printers, was used to coordinate the additive manufacturing process. This software is
very configurable and allowed custom commands to be communicated to the Arduino
microcontroller after each layer was cured. To overcome surface tension forces be-
tween the previously cured layer and the photopolymer resin, the vat was flooded until
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure B.1: Modifications made to the B9Creator 3D printer to print with the free-surface
vat polymerization technique.
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Gas inletGas outlet
Syringe pump
DLP projector
Window
Polymer vat
Build surface
Figure B.2: Schematic diagram of the prototype free-surface additive manufacturing
system
a uniform photopolymer layer was formed. The photopolymer was then drawn from the
vat until the desired layer thickness was achieved.
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